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Message

from the

Content Director

Those who read BOSS Magazine regularly know that I share this introductory space with our
incredible Managing Editor, Laura Close. However, in a paradoxical sense, it seemed ﬁtting that I,
someone born and raised outside of the U.S., should introduce this issue focusing on the theme
“Made in America”.
I left England just ﬁve years ago for the States. Since then, I have been amazed by the
friendliness of the people, the beauty of the landscape, but most incredibly, the notion of the
American Dream. The idea that anything is possible is the reason BOSS Magazine is here today.
This notion is also shared by our BOSS headliner, the last Prince of Italy, Emanuele Filiberto
di Savoia. who is currently cooking up his latest venture to bring authentic Italian cuisine to the
streets of LA.
“I’ve been fascinated by America for as long as I can remember,
I spent a lot of time in my parents’ New York apartment as a
child, and now I love Los Angeles—the weather is fantastic,
and the people are mellow. In America, everything seems
possible,” said Emanuele.
Moving beyond LA, we took a look at the best cities
to make it in the U.S. for anyone looking to launch
a new business. Denver hit the top of the list, but
explore where else your business ventures have
the best chance of succeeding. The old adage
that “it’s all about location, location, location”
seems especially true for entrepreneurs
trying to gain an advantage.
What about those businesses that are
already making it? We had the pleasure
to speak with eight of the U.S.’s cool
new businesses about their challenges,
opportunities, and successes.
It’s clear to see why companies
continue to thrive in North America.
Hope you enjoy this issue, and have
a great Fourth of July.

Nicola Batchelor
Content Director
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“In America, everything seems pos
- Prince Emanuele Filiberto di Savoia
In the current political climate, it’s difﬁcult to remember a time
when the United States didn’t appear as a three-ring circus to
the rest of the world. And in its current economic climate, it’s
difﬁcult to remember a time when the American Dream was
touted as achievable, and actually was for some.
But if you talk to Prince Emanuele Filiberto di Savoia—the last
male heir to the now defunct Italian throne—the Home of the
Brave is a friendly, helpful place to outsiders, and the American
Dream is very much alive.
“I’ve been fascinated by America for as long as I can remember,”
he said. “I spent a lot of time in my parents’ New York apartment
as a child, and now I love Los Angeles—the weather is fantastic,
and the people are mellow.
“In America, everything seems possible.”
Which is a good thing for the prince: he’s bringing one of the
ﬁrst pasta food trucks serving handmade pasta to LA, aptly titled
Prince of Venice. Upon ﬁrst glance, this seems like a strange
endeavor for royalty. Once you know his story, however, the
pieces start to ﬁt together.
Emanuele was born in Geneva, Switzerland, an exile to his
homeland. After the Italian monarchy was replaced with a
republic in 1946, and his grandfather Umberto II abdicated the
throne, the 1947 Italian constitution barred all male heirs from
ever returning to Italian soil.
For the ﬁrst 30 years of his life, Emanuele dreamed of his
homeland—of the culture, the people, and most importantly for
this story, the food—whilst pursuing a very grounded career
in ﬁnance.
After the 2002 revocation of the provision to the Italian
constitution that kept him and his family out of the country, he
joined his parents on a trip to Italy. Since then, it has been his
goal to promote and share his culture with the world.
After an incredibly successful turn winning the show “Ballando
Con Le Stelle”—the Italian version of England’s “Strictly Come
Dancing” and our “Dancing with the Stars”—Emanuele followed
other pursuits and passions including sports broadcasting,
founding and producing for television and movie production

companies, and starting a
cashmere and cotton fashion
line called Prince Tees.
But for a man committed to
bringing the Italian culture to
others, the Prince of Venice
food truck gives him the
perfect opportunity to share
one of the best, most delicious
parts of his country with LA.
Still asking why? The best
answer is perhaps another
question: Why not?
“Six months or so ago, I went
with a friend of mine and saw
the food trucks lined up in
LA. Different cultures were
represented, but not Italy, not
pasta,” he said.
There were several challenges
to bringing a pasta food
truck to fruition. Pasta takes a
while to cook, unless you are
making fresh pasta in front
of the customer. But making
fresh pasta takes time as well,
and no other food truck had
yet been equipped with the
necessary tools to make this
possible.
Emanuele met with a food
truck constructor, and then
found himself a chef: Mirko
Paderno, a well-known expert
of Italian food in LA and a
graduate of the Cesare Ritz
School in Merano.

ssible.”
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“I knew I had a winning idea with the food truck,”
Emanuele said, “but I live in Italy, in Monte Carlo, in
Paris, so I needed a partner I could trust. Mirko and I
met when he was doing a TV show in LA, and we became
friends. I told him ‘I have this crazy idea, I want to do a pasta
food truck,’ and immediately he said yes.
“I’m happy he accepted it. He’s an artist, and I wanted to team
up with someone who had creativity and taste. He’s an expert,
a good Italian chef.”
A gourmet food truck is nothing new, especially in LA, but
one that shells out handmade Italian pasta is. The menu list
is impressive, but so are the ingredients.
Some will be imported from Italy,
but Emanuele also wanted to take
advantage of the plethora of
farm-fresh, organic ingredients
available in California.
And this may come as a surprise,
but according to Emanuele,
traditional Italian food, shouldn’t
just be reserved for high-end
restaurants.
“Italian food is a ‘poor food’,” he shared.
“Pasta is eggs and ﬂour, you don’t need to be a fancy
restaurant to serve that. The best Italian food is
served at trattorias, in the street. Now we are
putting it in the streets of America.”
This is the perfect time for the introduction of
Italy’s “peasant food” to the LA food truck
landscape. Millennials and foodies alike are
seeking out this genre of food from many
cultures.
Emanuele’s enthusiasm for the venture
is unmistakable. But restaurateur is a
difﬁcult position in the U.S., and becoming
the purveyor of pasta on a food truck
might be even more challenging. Was he
prepared for that?

“In Europe, if you think big,
you always ﬁnd people that
will be jealous, or try to put
sticks in your wheels,” he said.
“In America, you have the
opportunity to start small and
grow big, and you are helped
when you think big. It’s the
American Dream.”
The concept that every big
idea starts with a dream was
one he drove home—and for
entrepreneurs, this is often
how things come to fruition.
Emanuele saw a gap in the
market, found a stellar team
to support and launch the
product, and continues to
dream up the next big thing.
Next up for Emanuele is the
possible expansion of the
Prince of Venice food truck
line after conquering the LA
market. And he wasn’t kidding
when he said he loved LA: He
hopes to move his family over
in the next year or two.
The food truck isn’t his only
venture—he is still heavily
involved in his production
companies, in the charitable
work of his family, and his
fashion line.
How does he do it all?
“Passion,” he responded. “And
a wife who understands me.”
Looks like the American Dream
is alive and kicking, folks.
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W R I T T EN B Y G E O F F B L A D E S
So often in life, winn
ning is about doing awa
ay witth the competition.
Few knew this reality better than the late, grea
at, Muhammad Ali.
His actio
ons provide some useful lessons to anyone who wan
nts to gett out and win
n.
Here are six of the mosst im
mportant ones.
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1) Train Your Mind
Ali didn’t just train his body in the
gym, although that was clearly
important. He did much more
by training his mind. Often, that
is the only difference between a
winner and the runner up. The
person who trains his or her mind
always has an advantage over
one who doesn’t.

3) See Yourself as Invincible
Famously, Ali said, “I am the greatest, I said that even before I knew I
was.” Is this the reason he is still lauded as the best ever pugilist?
Ali trained himself to believe that winning was inevitable: a sure thing,
a forgone conclusion. There is no one harder to defeat than a person
who believes that they are invincible. Think about that.
When your opponent doesn’t just think they can win, but just knows it,
then they will keep going until the job is done. That was Ali.
What would you do, if you just knew you were going to succeed, that
success was inevitable? Probably a lot more than most others.

It’s something that many
people in business simply don’t
recognize. Technical skills, like
jabbing in the case of Ali, or
analyzing companies in the case
of bankers, go only so far. What
distinguishes the truly successful
is mental toughness, and the
ways in which they use their
minds to win.

2) Use Your
Environment
It’s not hard to see that someone
training in the boxing gym from
an early age will quickly develop
mental strength. The regimen
involves getting hit repeatedly
by an opponent, and yet still
coming back for more, again and
again and again. That alone takes
mental strength—something
conditioned on Ali by
his environment.
Consider your job and ask
yourself, how can you use the
stresses of your environment to
build mental toughness? Got a
tough boss? Use him or her to
harden you up. Face a lot of onthe-job stress? Take time each
night after you get home from
work and mentally prepare your
mind to deal with the obstacles
you think you will face tomorrow.
You don’t have to get hit in
the head every day to get
mentally strong.

4) Exploit Your Opponent’s Weak Mind
Better than just going in knowing he’d win, Ali waged psychological
warfare on his opponents. He’d tell them again and again how he was
going to destroy them in the ring.
His combined exuberance and eloquence was sure to raise nagging
doubts in the mind of an opponent. That wasn’t just showmanship on
Ali’s part, it was part of the strategy. Or put more simply, those boasts
were an artillery barrage on the psyche of his opponents before he’d
even stepped into the ring. By the time Ali arrived, the softening up job
was already half done.
Now, I’m certainly not advocating that you taunt your colleagues or
competitors, but do consider, how can you use your superior mental
strength to exploit their situations to your advantage?

5) Use Your Opponent’s Strength
Against Them
Ali wasn’t the largest heavyweight boxer in the ﬁeld. He faced men who
were much bigger and stronger than he was.
What did he do? He used their strength against them. Consider his
match against George Foreman. Ali simply allowed Foreman to keep
swinging and wearing himself out. Sure that meant Ali had to take a few
hits to the body, but when the exhaustion slowed Foreman to a crawl,
Ali ﬁnished him off.

6) Have the Will
to See it Through
Ali’s inner strength allowed him
to take on the United States draft
board when he refused to go ﬁght
in Vietnam. Others dodged the
draft or ﬂed. He did not. He simply
came out and took whatever was
coming at him, stayed true to
himself and his beliefs. He paid a
price for that. But I don’t think he
ever doubted that what he was
doing was right.
Ali once said, “Champions aren’t
made in gyms. Champions are
made from something they have
deep inside them—a desire, a
dream, a vision. They have to
have the skill, and the will. But
the will must be stronger than
the skill.”
To build mental strength takes
time, effort, and most of all,
will. You can’t expect to hit the
gym once and build a rock solid
body, and you can’t expect to
think tough once a year and build
mental strength. Practice this in
everything you do; make mental
toughness not something that you
do, but a part of who you are.

Again, I’m not suggesting that you let your opponents keep swinging
at you without ﬁghting back, but consider how this idea applies to say
negotiation. Fatigue your opponent, throw up roadblocks, ﬁnd ways to
wear them down and get what you want.

“I am the greatest,
I said that even
before I knew I was.”
-Muhammad Ali

Geoff Blades is an advisor
to CEOs and other leaders
on all topics related to
winning and getting what
they want. For more
information, please visit,
www.geoffblades.com and
connect with him on
Twitter @geoffblades.
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WHAT CAN
HUMAN RESOURCES
DO TO INCREASE
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT?
Your human resources department is your
not-so-secret weapon against disengaged
and unhappy employees.
Written by Andy Meyer, CEO of Financial Fitness Group

WAYS TO INCREASE
Any ofﬁce can be the kind of workplace where
employees punch in, do their eight hours,
then leave. But it takes a little more effort and
ingenuity to make an ofﬁce a place where
employees are engaged and excited to come to
work each day.
In many cases, the responsibility to bring that
spark to a workplace falls on human resources.
It’s human resources’ responsibility to create
a corporate culture that sets their company
apart from the others, as well as ensures that
employees are satisﬁed with their roles.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Focus on Health
and Wellness

These days, prospective workers expect more
perks from their workplaces, meaning human
resources must keep up with those expectations
and ﬁnd new and innovative ways for employees
to celebrate their company.

Incorporate
Financial
Education

It may take some planning and external resources,
but with a bit of effort, any human resources
department can ﬁnd ways to boost company
engagement among employees—and it can
deﬁnitely be more than free snacks.

Instill the
Company’s Core
Values
Balance
Work and
Life
Create a
Curriculum of
Learning
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Don’t focus on
what you do,
but why you do it.
As millennials quickly
begin to dominate
the workforce,
this message becomes
more and more important.”
- Sean Kelly,
Snack Nation CEO
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1 | Focus on Health and Wellness
One important pillar of the modern-day
workplace is a health and wellness policy.
This mandate can include anything from gym
membership rebates to free healthy snacks in the
kitchen to physical (yet friendly) competitions
between colleagues.
“Not only will providing this beneﬁt help
organizations play a role in boosting productivity,
increasing performance, and lowering healthcare
costs, but we’ve also found that employees
who work at organizations that provide healthy
cafeteria or vending options are 10 percent more
likely to be engaged,” shared Jason Lauritsen,
Director of Best Places to Work at Quantum
Workplace.

2 | Incorporate Financial Education

3 | Instill the Company’s Core Values

Something else to consider is adding ﬁnancial
education to the wellness policy. More than 53
percent of ﬁnancially stressed employees spend
their work hours dealing with their ﬁnancial
issues—not to mention the fallout those issues
have on their personal lives.

Does your company have a mandate or a set of
core values that the business is built upon? If so,
are they proudly shouted from the rooftops? If
the answer is no, it’s likely that your employees
will feel a bit lost when it comes to understanding
what their workplace stands for. By distilling
your company’s beliefs down to short phrases or
keywords, you’ll give your employees a corporate
belief system to engage with.

Implementing a ﬁnancial wellness program can
help individuals better manage their savings, as
well as encourage them to buy into retirement
pension programs that they wouldn’t have
otherwise. Employees that are more secure in
their savings will be less likely to suffer money
stress, which means they won’t be as distracted
at work.

Creating a set of core values is especially
important when it comes to attracting both
millennials and Generation Z employees; these
generations feel strongly about working for
companies that they can connect with and
believe in.
“Don’t focus on what you do, but why you do it,”
said Snack Nation CEO Sean Kelly. “As millennials
quickly begin to dominate the workforce, this
message becomes more and more important.”
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4 | Make Work-Life Balance Important
Another expectation of the millennial workforce
is that there’ll be an emphasis on the work-life
balance; that is, since they’ll likely be working
outside of the traditional 9-to-5, they expect
their employer to offer ﬂexibility to give them
time to have their own lives and pursuits.
As an employer, you’ll have difﬁculty engaging
employees if they’re feeling burnt out and
resentful towards their job for taking up the
majority of their waking hours.
Instead, show your staff that you care about
giving them time outside the ofﬁce to recharge
and pursue other interests and hobbies.
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“Work-life balance is going to mean something
different for each employee, so speak with your
team to see what you can be doing better as
an organization to enhance it,” advises Snack
Nation. “Often times you’ll ﬁnd that a ﬂexible
work schedule will be the easiest way to help
people feel more balanced between work
and leisure.”
Aside from having a more ﬂexible work-fromhome policy, you can even create ﬂex days that
allow employees to take a day off work every
year to do something they love. Establishing
this balance—and the workplace’s respect
for it—goes a long way in creating happier
employees who are more productive when they
are in the ofﬁce.

5 | Create a Curriculum of Learning
Good employees won’t be satisﬁed just staying where they
are—they’ll be looking for more opportunities, new skills to
learn, and extra things they can do to contribute to their
position.
Human resources can help make it easy for employees to
reach the next level by setting up a learning curriculum; this
sort of program typically involves online modules that can be
completed at leisure.
These levels of progress are also good markers when it comes
time for employee reviews, and they can also be used as a
teaching tool for company policies. Having an internal learning
curriculum can force an employee away from their everyday
tasks and get them more engaged with the company.

Andy Meyer is an
accomplished leader with

Alternatively, HR Zone suggests using the learning budget in
a variety of ways, preferably tailored towards speciﬁc learning
styles.

over 20 years of senior

“Perhaps employees could go on a secondment, listen to audio
material, watch DVDs, write a review of a business book, be
mentored, do a job swap, or attend breakfast meetings to
improve skills such as presentation skills.”

technology based companies.

The possibilities are endless, and it’s a fantastic way to keep
everyone’s minds sharp while also beneﬁting the company.

He has extensive experience

management experience
growing software and
Companies have included
Websense, Epicor, Cisco, and
multiple mobile start-ups.
in general management,
marketing, sales, business
development, and public

Employee Engagement Means
Talent Attraction—and Retention
Having a human resources team that’s in tune with what
employees want can elevate a company from merely good to
one of the best; not to mention creating brand ambassadors
out of your employees is an achievement that can land you
some well-regarded new hires, too.
But it all starts with a human resources team that knows how
to get employees engaged with and proud to be a part of the
company. By supporting outside interests, taking an active
stance on further education, encouraging ﬁnancial literacy, and
even providing free healthy snacks, employee retention and
productivity at your organization could see record highs.

relations. His efforts have
directly led to exits including
IPOs and raised growth capital
for multiple companies. He
earned a bachelor degree in
Mechanical Engineering from
Georgia Tech and an MBA from
the University of New Orleans.
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Capacity

ORDER FULFILLMENT

THE CAPACITY

WAY

Capacity order fulﬁllment strategies are
impressive, but just wait until you see how the
company’s culture operates.

LEADERSHIP

Some companies and the products or
services they offer are easy to get excited
about: think Tesla or Space X. Finding that in
shipping and logistics is harder for most, but
not for a select few. Unless you’ve ordered
something for yourself that you can’t wait to
receive, chances are you don’t spend a lot
of your free time talking or thinking about
logistics or order fulﬁllment.
Capacity shared on its website that the
company knows order fulﬁllment “may not
be sexy to most”. But what is appealing
to its customers is the passion Capacity’s
employees have for doing their job well:
a passion for the success of their clients’
businesses, a passion for their products,
and a passion for doing the work that
others can’t or won’t do.
There is also a growing need for small and
medium sized brands to have access to the
best technology in order to service their
customers, without investing millions. These
technologies allow for faster scaling, greater
compliance with the demands of major
retailers, and overall efﬁciencies which can
beneﬁt every aspect of the supply chain.
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Whether it’s developing delivery solutions for
local startups or international shipping for
global brands, preparing EDI integration for
household name vendors, or packaging for
luxury brand beauty products, there’s little in
the supply chain industry that the Capacity
team has not seen or done.
This level of passion is only possible from
Capacity’s employees because of the
commitment of the four founding partners
from very distinct, different backgrounds.
Two engineers—one who worked for NASA—
one Master of Business Administration, and
an English major who worked in ﬁnance came
together to provide better, unique solutions
to those looking for logistics and shipping
services, and they haven’t looked back since.
“I had not been part of a logistics company
before Capacity,” shared Thom Campbell,
Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer. “In any business,
people are incredibly key, and it’s no different
in this industry. The two partners who asked
me to join and help found the company,
as well as the entire leadership team,
understand the importance of people to the
company’s core mission.”

Capacity, though a relatively young company
at just over 16 years old, is renowned for its
people management strategies, particularly
its approach to career development. Every
employee has a path for advancement
within the order fulﬁllment company. And
this isn’t just some marketing ploy to attract
employees: there are several examples within
the company of people taking advantage of
these employee plans.
Employees from the cleaning team
have been promoted to become quality
control supervisors on the packing lines;
receptionists have been elevated into
complex customer service roles. Perhaps
what is most telling about this guided
approach are the statistics: historically, the
company has only a ﬁve percent turnover on

the warehousing side, and similar numbers
for ofﬁce staff. The ﬁrst employee Capacity
ever hired, retired, then recently came back
to work.
“Over time, many companies begin to
commodify labor,” said Campbell. “Here, it
doesn’t matter where an employee is within
the company, they have a career path. I love
the company ethos, our company culture,
and how committed our employees are to
Capacity because Capacity is committed to
them. I believe at the end of the day, culture
eats strategy for breakfast.”
These positive interactions within the
company also drive Capacity’s culture around
its clients, a majority of whom belong to the
health and beauty industries.
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Many of these companies knew they didn’t
want to focus their efforts on the supply
chain, and wanted someone to take them
through the process. These companies were
very strong everywhere else within their
operations but didn’t want anything to do
with the back end.
“In these cases, we offer full execution on
the back end of operations,” Campbell said.
“These were some of our ﬁrst customers and
have been some of the best relationships
we’ve enjoyed. Many of these companies
have done exceedingly well, and it’s a thrill
to see them succeed.”
A critical part of servicing the supply
chains of clients like Sephora, Macy’s, and
Ulta Beauty is handling the electronic
data interchange (EDI), and the attendant
compliance labeling, which Capacity
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has done for as many as 300 retailers.
This process allows one company to
send information to another company
electronically rather than with paper.
From mapping raw data that helps retailers
issue purchase orders and turning around
necessary documentation to labeling and
compliance work, Capacity provides solutions
all along its clients’ supply chains.
“Carriers get paid by the pickup. With
tight month-end solutions for many of our
customers, we can always get the job done.”
There’s no way around it—logistics and
order fulﬁllment are tough industries.
Campbell, along with the other founders
of Capacity, knows there are other good
and capable companies in the industry.
But what sets Capacity apart is its laser
focus on omnichannel clients.

“At the end of the day,
culture eats strategy for breakfast.”
- Thom Campbell, Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer

It doesn’t end there. The company’s
vigorous, hands-on culture and focus on
the target market give it a higher touch in
the industry, with higher value products
and services.
And Capacity is always reinvesting. The
self-funded company has investments
in its new WMS system and is looking
to improve and expand warehouses
in California and New Jersey. But the
biggest investment will always be into
its employees, where Capacity is pumping
capital into subject matter expertise
and training.
“We don’t want to be a company that
approaches our interactions with our
employees as mere transactions.
The loyalty goes both ways here,”
concluded Campbell.

INNOVATION

Inogen

a

the differ ence i

air
s in the

Inogen has carved
a niche for itself
in a market where
oxygen tanks rule,
but oxygen concentrators
may be the better option.
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Most companies won’t remember their
ﬁrst customer, but for Inogen, she’d be
hard to forget. Mae, one of the founder’s
grandmothers, is the reason the innovative
oxygen concentrator provider was founded in
the ﬁrst place.
After being diagnosed with COPD (chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease) in 2000, Mae
was given an oxygen tank. She hated wheeling
it around. It took away her freedom, and she
was always concerned about whether she
would have enough oxygen on hand or would
run out. Instead of taking her diagnosis lying
down, she shared her thoughts with the right
people and has been able to make a difference
for oxygen users in the United States.
Four years later, the founders of Inogen were
able to present her with their ﬁrst portable
oxygen concentrator—the Inogen One.
“It was designed to our patient’s speciﬁcations.
It was a big departure from how things were
being done in the industry. What does Mae—
the patient—need, but more importantly,
what does she want?” said Scott Wilkinson,
President and COO.
The standard in the industry until this point
has been the big, clunky oxygen tanks that
Mae disliked so much. Oxygen tanks have a
ﬁnite amount of oxygen compressed within
them. It’s inhaled by the user until it runs out,
when it needs to either be reﬁlled or replaced
with a new tank.
Oxygen concentrators, on the other hand, ﬁlter
and generate medical-grade oxygen. As long
as the battery that powers the machine has
life, the user has an inﬁnite supply of oxygen.
Concentrators compress and purify the air,
removing nitrogen and other agents that could
complicate breathing. The air is delivered
through a nasal cannula, set to the desired
ﬂow setting of the patient.
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But this is only where the differences start
between Inogen and oxygen tank providers.
Another key difference between Inogen and
others on the market is that the company
designs its oxygen concentrators for the
customers, while its competitors design their
products for the home care company.
“If the home care company wants a lower
price, then our competitor designs a cheaper
model,” shared Wilkinson. “To them, it doesn’t
really matter if the patient wants something
that’s smaller, or lighter, or hands free, or quiet.
Home care companies also don’t really want
to see a new product inside of four years—
replacing the entirety of their inventory is
expensive.
“We design for the end user. Our competitors
design for the middle man. It’s a very different
dynamic. We’re competing on different
planes.”
Wilkinson shared an innumerable amount
of beneﬁts from providing for the patient
instead of the middle man. By connecting
directly with the end user, Inogen is able to
garner direct, unﬁltered feedback regarding
how the company’s product works, as well as
what else the customer is still looking for. This
drives the company’s product development
and innovation, and means that the innovation
cycle from idea to ﬁnal product can be a lot
faster than other companies’.
Inogen is able to provide the market with a
brand new product every two to three years,
and signiﬁcant product improvements and
upgrades to existing units every year to year
and a half because of this.
And because patients always want the latest
and greatest products—especially when
it comes to their health and products like
oxygen concentrators—Inogen is in a position
to command a premium price on their devices.

INNOVATION
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No matter how the company gets its product out there,
Inogen is able to capture the entire market. While end
users—the patients—are the key demographic, Inogen
also sells its products to home care companies if they
are interested.
Because the company has the whole market at its ﬁngertips
so to speak, Inogen is able to put more capital into research
and development. It’s a full-circle approach from patient
feedback, to R&D, to providing devices sooner to its clients.
And it works.
It’s just another way Inogen sets itself apart in this
marketplace, and its suppliers and partners see this too.
“Our competitors are so focused on driving the cost out of
their ﬁnal products that they tend to just look for low-cost
parts—commodity parts that are mass produced,” Wilkinson
shared. “We’re more interested in the right part that allows
us to build the product geared towards patient preference—
one that’s quality, reliable, and helps us work towards the
lowest total cost. We don’t usually bid out parts for the
lowest price. Our suppliers ﬁnd that refreshing.”

ZEOCHEM
Zeochem is an industry
leading manufacturer of highperformance molecular sieves.
The company’s commitment
to quality and performance is
unmatched within the industry.
Zeochem is dedicated to
developing the next generation
of ZEOX® molecular sieves for
the advancement of the medical
oxygen market. Its team works
closely with concentrator
producers to assist in design,
production, and overall
quality of medical oxygen
concentrators.
For more information, visit
www.zeochem.com or call
1-888-ZEOCHEM

INNOVATION

Wilkinson also shared that Inogen has been a
proud partner to many of its suppliers for over
a decade, and goes out of its way to reward
those companies that do an exceptional job
with high quality and fast and consistent
delivery for oxygen concentrator parts.
Inogen’s employees are also very aware of just
how different and innovative the company is.
Since the economic crash of 2008, it has been
a difﬁcult few years for the market, with fewer
reimbursements coming from Medicare and
other insurance options, and many companies
having to downsize and cut costs.
There are many things that employees of
Inogen can get behind. By advertising directly
to patients, Inogen has been able to scale the
business successfully since 2009. The directto-patient approach keeps their marketing
fresh and the development team on their toes.
Because of this growth, the company has
been hiring new employees every month to
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keep up with the demand in the marketplace—
new people who are excited to join a young,
growing company.
“Growth like what Inogen sees is exciting for
new employees. A growing company provides
career paths that a stagnant company just
can’t. Every one of our sales managers, for
example, has grown in the company from the
sales rep position,” Wilkinson said.
But above all else, employees love the
feedback they get from Inogen customers,
because the work that the company does is
truly changing lives.
“It’s fulﬁlling. We help people who have a
need. I’ve never worked for another company
that has received so many ‘thank yous’ from
customers. People send us pictures of them
on a trip of a lifetime, that they wouldn’t have
been able to do with a traditional oxygen
tank, or stories of how Inogen’s devices have
changed their lives.”

And driving it all is Inogen’s commitment
to innovation. Innovation for this company
has truly been the engine of growth, and
it’s not slowing down anytime soon.
The company estimates there are three
million oxygen patients in the U.S., and
thus far, portable oxygen concentrators
have only captured about seven percent
of that market. But the product category
has reached this market penetration in
a short amount of time, and has plenty
of room to continue on a high growth
trajectory.
“We’ll continue scaling the business,
continue driving out cost in each
generation of our product, and continue
to expand our advertising efforts,”
Wilkinson said. “At the end of the day,
we’re providing the product that patients
not only need, but want, and our goal is to
make sure we keep meeting those wants.”

INNOVATION

Inogen

We were lucky enough to garner a sneak peek
at Inogen’s newest oxygen concentrator, the
Inogen One G4.
“Most of our clients are elderly—70 years old
on average. They don’t want to carry or push
around a 10-pound device,” Wilkinson said.
The Inogen One G4 is a mere 2.8 pounds.
This is much lighter when you consider the
competition of oxygen tanks, but it’s also

O

40 percent lighter than the last version,
the 4.8-pound Inogen One G3. It’s also a
whopping 50 percent smaller than the
last iteration.
It’s the ﬁrst sub-three pound device on the
market, and it doesn’t compromise oxygen
output. And according to their tests, the
Inogen One G4 will have the highest oxygen
output per pound compared to other devices.
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“We believe the Inogen One G4 can work
for over 80 percent of ambulatory oxygen
patients. With each version we release,
we’ve been able to get the device smaller
and lighter—these are among the biggest
changes patients want with their oxygen
devices. We’ll continue to research ways to
drive down size and weight.”
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BakerCorp

INNOVATIVE LIQUID
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS PROVIDER
FOR INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS
See what BakerCorp is bringing to the rental equipment space—
including automation solutions not yet seen in the industry.

INNOVATION

Often in industries like oil and gas, reﬁning, pipeline, environmental remediation, and
construction, it is much more effective for a company to employ rental equipment than to
purchase its own. Owning large machinery, water ﬁltration systems, or other necessary products
for the job is good in theory, but it also means the company is responsible for maintenance.
And what about the other 50 percent of the time when the company isn’t using the equipment?
For many, the ROI just isn’t there.
That’s why companies like BakerCorp provide rental solutions. BakerCorp is known as
an industry leader in providing temporary containment tanks, pumps, ﬁltration, and shoring
equipment rental solutions for a broad range of industries, including those listed above.
BakerCorp competes against many companies that just want to give the lowest price on a
piece of rental equipment, but BakerCorp offers integrated solutions and the technology to help
keep the customer’s operational efﬁciencies and costs in line.
This isn’t an industry that is heavily automated, and sometimes ﬁnding the right solution for a
client isn’t about the newest technology, but what works best in a given situation.

“It’s about what I can do to move the business
forward. And I like that challenge.”
- Carla Rolinc, CIO

But when a customer does need a
technologically advanced solution, BakerCorp
has them covered. You wouldn’t think there
would be signiﬁcant technological innovations
in a marketplace thriving on tank, pump, and
ﬁltration rentals, but it turns out BakerCorp is
able to stay ahead of its competitors because of
its commitment to implementing processes that
seek to continually improve upon and innovate
its product and service offerings.
Rolinc shared information about a pilot program
BakerCorp is currently working on with its
customers. The new software and hardware will
allow monitoring of tank levels from a tablet
device, as well as an automatic collection of
data that can be analyzed back at the ofﬁce.
Previously, tank monitoring had to take place at
the tank, with visual cues located on the outside
of the tank to show the current levels.

Carla Rolinc, BakerCorp’s CIO, helps to make
sure that when a client needs a solution, the
company’s technology does what it can to make
that happen.
My job, from a back ofﬁce standpoint, is a
typical IT job—I do telecom, desktop, and laptop
support. But when it comes to working with
the customer, every day is different. The focus
isn’t on the technology, but on the business.
It’s about ﬁnding what your customer needs,
thinking from the standpoint of the company,
and delivering a solution to them.
“It’s about what I can do to move the business
forward. And I like that challenge.”

“Before we introduced this technology,
everything was done manually,” she said. “On a
fracking site with six water tanks, for instance,
there was a worker on the ground managing the
valve, and a guy on top watching the tank levels.
This was imperative because the tanks can’t
go dry.
“But walking between the tanks and manually
checking tank levels is hazardous. So now,
one person can work the valve and watch the
levels from the ground. We’re excited about
this technology and its potential to allow
our customers’ to operate more efﬁciently
while enhancing safe work environments—so
important in the industries we work in and at
BakerCorp. We’ll continue to build it out in the
ﬁeld and for other applications.”
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“It all comes down to customer service and providin
our customers need and want.”
- Carla Rolinc, CIO

The innovation doesn’t stop
there. In the last few years,
BakerCorp has moved its
operations into the cloud to
make sure there’s quicker
access to information for
everyone involved. Data
warehouses and data
dashboarding have given
BakerCorp daily views of what’s
happening in the business.
The company is also working
on a new customer portal that
will allow customers to do more
detailed rental management
on their own terms. This will
help clients make sure they are
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managing their rental ﬂeet more
effectively, and everything from
invoicing to rental agreements
is available for review through
the portal.
Rolinc also mentioned a new
automation solution that just
recently rolled out. Employees
in the ﬁeld no longer have to
contend with manual entry of
information and paperwork.
Mobile devices are now
being used on deliveries of
rental equipment, and the
company’s ERP system is now
automatically updated when
equipment is picked up.

Which can happen any day,
anytime with BakerCorp. The
company offers its services 24
hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year. Not many of its
competitors offer this.
“It’s all about being a partner to
our customers. If their business
is jeopardized because we
didn’t work after hours or on
weekends, then we’re not doing
the job right,” Rolinc said. “We
get calls from people who
aren’t our customers because
their rental company isn’t open
at the time they need help.”

ng the turnkey solutions
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Going forward, BakerCorp is focused on
continued growth in their ﬁltration markets.
Based on innovative technologies like
electrocoagulation (EC) ﬁltration, which reduces
heavy metals and suspended solid contaminants
in wastewater by up to 99 percent, Baker
is working to help customers reduce both
wastewater disposal and transportation costs,
as well as fresh water consumption.
According to Rolinc, there are two things that
distinguish this company from its competitors:
the people, and the great customer service
the company provides.
“It all comes down to customer service and
providing the turnkey solutions our customers
need and want.”

866-438-6767
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AS THE GLOBAL POPULATION GROWS
AND OUR NATURAL SOURCES CONTINUE TO DEPLETE,
WHERE WILL WE MINE NEXT?
Over the course of the last century, the global population has surged from around one billion to more than seven
billion. Authorities who ﬁrst noticed this potentially troubling trend might say today’s widely publicized strain on
our planet’s natural resources was a foregone conclusion.
Many of the world’s greatest minds are currently engaged in efforts to resolve the growing gap in supply versus
demand. While they’ve all presented a number of lofty solutions, some are, quite literally, out of this world.

INNOVATION
PUTTING THE PROBLEM
INTO PERSPECTIVE
By some calculations, Earth’s
current mining efforts should
generate enough resources to
sustain about two billion people
if demand remains steady. This
obviously falls short of our
collective expectations. Since the
commodities being mined aren’t
renewable, many are predicting
imminent doom for humanity.
EXPANDING THE HORIZONS
OF THE MINING INDUSTRY
Certain researchers and experts
across a range of industries argue
the current depletion of natural
resources refers to only easily
reachable mining venues. These
are said to account for less than
one percent of the total land
available. American cross-industry
giant Lockheed Martin has
stepped in with a hybrid airship
presently in a class all its own
that could reach remote mining
locations.
The global company’s LMH-1
hybrid has already piqued the
interest of United Kingdom’s
Straightline Aviation to the tune
of an estimated $480 million
in pre-production purchases.
Though initial development of
this technology began
on a somewhat darker
top-secret note, its
potential for more
practical use was the
driving force behind

Lockheed Martin’s marketed
design. Company ofﬁcials took
extensive measures to tailor the
LMH-1 more speciﬁcally to the
mining industry’s needs.
This distinctive airship is
surrounded by a helium-ﬁlled
membrane generating 80
percent of the craft’s lift, while an
aerodynamic tri-lobe hull and four
side-mounted engines combine to
launch it into the air and keep it
steadily aﬂoat.
The LMH-1 is fully capable of
hovering when the need arises
and is equipped with a signature
Air Cushion Landing System
designed to essentially act as
suction cups for lighting on, and
holding fast to, any type of terrain.
Purposes of the LMH-1 will center
on fuel and cargo deliveries,
facilitating global efforts to
venture further into yet-to-bemined areas rich in vital resources.
This industry innovation will
reduce the need for complex
transport infrastructures. The
hybrid airship’s applications could
eventually branch off into other
areas of the mining industry as
well as search and rescue, disaster
relief efforts, and commercial
transportation.
INDUSTRY PREDECESSORS
At this point, the LMH-1’s
purposes are being carried out by
helicopters. While they’ve served
the industry well, their payload
capabilities amount to less
than half those of
their pending

Lockheed Martin’s Hybrid Airship

replacements. Fuel consumption
lingers at ﬁve times more than
Lockheed Martin’s upcoming
airship.
The LMH-1 has been proven more
efﬁcient and is said to offer a
number of environmental beneﬁts
over helicopters.
"Not only will this lower
construction costs by reducing
the need to build transport
infrastructure, the low
environmental impact would also
lower clean-up costs at remote
sites,” said Program Manager
for Hybrid Airships at Lockheed
Martin Bob Boyd.
POSSIBLE BACKLASH
Though more readily available
resources can be tapped into via
the LMH-1, some are expressing
concern over whether the industry
should expand into currently
untapped terrain. Many argue
all that extra space should be
reserved for agricultural purposes
to support the swelling
population.

Although thoughts have turned
to both industries sharing the
land, the potential impact of
mining could render it unviable
for farming. Regardless, the LMH-1
is set to begin fostering mining
efforts within the next three years.

of space-based resource
extraction is now underway. First,
DSI is developing a scout ship
of sorts deemed Prospector-X
whose mission will be to seek out
near Earth objects appropriate for
mining.

GAZING BEYOND
PRESENT-DAY PARAMETERS
While Lockheed Martin is
developing a more down-to-earth
approach to accessing muchneeded natural resources, others
are hoping to take the mining
industry to unprecedented new
levels.

Successful mineral extraction
efforts require extensive access to
water. Since we’re already running
a bit low on this most precious
of resources here on Earth,
authorities are telling everyone
involved they can’t take it with
them.

The idea of mining asteroids
has been tossed around among
various groups for some time;
however, Luxembourg’s Deep
Space Industries, in partnership
with the Société Nationale de
Crédit et d'Investissement, have
already set the wheels in motion.
With the launch of the
Luxembourg Space Sources
project, the multifaceted
conundrum

Studies have shown three general
categories of asteroids lie within
reach. C-Type asteroids hold
greater water content than their
counterparts, so these will be high
on Prospector-X’s list of priorities.
From there, those classiﬁed as
X-Type offer the highest metal
concentration, making these the
targets of mining operations.
S-Type asteroids are potentially
less valuable. Though they appear
to be more plentiful, their mineral
content isn’t as readily accessible
as that of X-Type asteroids.

If the industry does become
space-bound, each type of
asteroid could play an important
role in maintaining mining efforts
as well as sustaining humanity.
PROJECTED ROADBLOCKS
Although DSI has made
considerable strides in the ﬁeld of
asteroid mining, the technology
involved is still light years away
from practicality.
"It's almost as if we were
drilling for the ﬁrst oil and we
were developing the internal
combustion engine," Chairman of
the Board Rick Tumlinson noted.
Much more in-depth research
and development will be needed
before Prospector-X and its fellow
mining spacecraft will take to the
skies. With this comes the issue
of extensive funding, which could
be considered the program’s next
biggest hurdle.
FINAL THOUGHTS
In theory, both proposed
solutions to Earth’s natural
resource shortage are viable.
Lockheed Martin’s contribution
to the industry is much closer to
completion, yet devoting more
land to mining could thwart vital
future agricultural applications.
DSI’s far-reaching goals take
mining beyond the conﬁnes
of the planet, but their
project remains decades from
actual implementation.
The question here might be this:
Will their plans be carried out
in time to save the planet from
desolation? Perhaps the LMH-1
will be an immediate resolution,
and Prospector-X and its
cohorts will step in before
Earth is completely
stripped of its
reserves.
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COOL AND INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS IDEAS IN THE U.S.

Check out the
innovative business
ideas helping new
companies stand out
in their respective
industries.

Written by Nicola Batchelor

UNPACK

“At unPack we aim to change the way travelers think
about packing and luggage i.e. to not think about it at all.”
- Andrew Zahornacky Co-founder, unPack

unPack curates and delivers
clothing appropriate for both
the fashion and weather
climates of your destination
city. By partnering with
high-quality brands, the
company is able to provide
a unique service with an
affordable price, thus changing
the way people think about
packing and luggage. unPack
is eliminating luggage and
packing from the equation
of travel.
Beta tests conducted in Q4
2015 revealed insights about
the type of products and
brands travelers desire most,
and unPack re-launched in
May 2016.
It works like a Trunk Club
for travelers. The suitcase
of items is delivered to your
destination accommodation,
and once your trip is complete
you have the option to return
the entire case or purchase
your favorite items.
Bigger plans are in the cards
for these innovative business
ideas including an increased
selection of clothing, faster
shipping times (so you can
book closer to the date of your
trip), an array of partnerships
with hotels, airlines, and online
travel agencies and possibly,
in the not too distant future,
international expansion.
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I DO NOW I DON’T

“We are continuing to see growth in the secondhand and recycled jewelry marketplace,
in part, because sustainability is at the forefront of people’s minds these days.”
– Josh Opperman, Founder
Sadly, not all engagements
turn out as expected. But
what is often more saddening
and shocking than receiving
back the expensive ring you’d
spent thousands to purchase,
is the ridiculously low cost the
jeweler will offer to buy the
same ring back, sometimes just
months, or even weeks after it
was bought.
I Do Now I Don’t Founder,
Josh Opperman decided
rather than get mad at the
retailer, he would try to break
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even. He then developed the
online marketplace for buyers
and sellers of diamonds,
jewelry, and watches, enabling
consumers to cut out the
middlemen and their markups.
What once began with only
around 10 engagement rings
has grown to thousands of
pieces of jewelry, not just
engagement rings, but other
jewelry such as diamond
necklaces, earrings, bracelets,
and watches.

What makes the company
unique is their vetted and
trusted process. Every
item that is sold comes to
the company’s ofﬁces for
veriﬁcation. The buyer’s money
is held in an escrow account
while the purchased item is
veriﬁed by a GIA graduated
gemologist. Once the item
passes the authentication
process, it is sent to the buyer
and money is released to
the seller.

TRACKR

“There is a large opportunity with the development of voice technologies like Amazon
Alexa to make searching for your items using a computer seamless and easy. This is why
we are so excited about Amazon investing in TrackR. Expect more product launches later
this year and several big announcements soon.”
- Rhiannon Seider, TrackR Community Manager
There are a lot of gadgets that
try to help you ﬁnd things,
but TrackR’s vision is to give
the task of remembering
where items are located to
computers so that users can
avoid the frustrating process of
searching and keep track of all
items seamlessly.
Launched out of a garage in
Santa Barbara in 2009, TrackR

has now shipped over 1.5
million devices, and are ranked
#155 on the Inc 500 for the
fastest growing companies
in the U.S.
Despite the challenge of not
really having a market in
brick and mortar retail stores,
TrackR successfully overcame
this hurdle by running a large
crowdfunding campaign,

enabling users to share
the device with others to
generate awareness.
Innovative business ideas will
continue in July 2016 when
TrackR atlas will be released,
which will enable users to
see where all their items
are located on their home
ﬂoor plan.
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FELT
Felt is a comprehensive app for
sending personal, thoughtful
messages. The company
created a way for users to
hand write their own messages
from their smart device using
a ﬁnger or stylus as a way to
send handwritten greeting
cards, photo cards, simple
notes, custom cards, and even
gift cards.
Within the ﬁrst month of
launch in May 2012, there
were 10,000 downloads, and
over the past three years the
company has been upgrading
the app constantly. In January
2016, after a coding overhaul
and signiﬁcant improvements,
Felt re-launched their app. In
the ﬁrst two quarters of this
year there have been more
downloads than in the previous
three years combined, and
the daily download volume,
order volume, and revenue has
increased 2,000 percent.
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“We want to help people be the heartfelt, thoughtful
person they really are—everyone from grandma to the
CEO. Being thoughtful is a universal, human need. We plan
on continuing to push the envelope to bring beautiful,
personalized cards to the modern world.”
– Tomer Alpert, Co-founder and CEO

INNOVATION

MOMENT
Moment, which launched
in January 2014 and raised
over $450,000 with its
initial Kickstarter campaign,
makes lenses that attach
to smartphones to improve
picture quality and offer a way
to give different dimensions to
smartphone shots. In essence,
Moment lenses allow for the
convenience of taking photos
using your smart phone with
the image quality that has only
previously been achieved with
a stand-alone camera.
The easy-to-use lenses can
be added to many models of
iPhone, Samsung Galaxy, and
the Nexus 5 to deliver a much
clearer, sharper image than
is possible using the phone’s
standard camera lens.
The attachment system is
extremely straight-forward.
The lenses attach to your
smart phone using a nonpermanent plate of thin metal
that adheres to the back of
your phone and allows you
to screw on different lenses,
similar to how you might with
a DSLR.
There are three options to
choose from, depending
on your preferred style of
photography and include a
wide lens, tele lens, and macro
lens, all offered for $100.
With more and more people
taking photos solely via their
phones, these innovative
business ideas are winning
solutions.
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“We want to be the best in the world at one thing.”
– Marc Barros, Moment Co-founder

DASHING BICYCLES

“It’s a way of saying to everyone that comes in to the shop, that not only do I hear you, I’m
doing something about it. And, because, unlike politicians, I truly have an open door into
people’s everyday life experiences and that knowledge should be used to create change
that improves everyone’s lives in New Orleans.”
– Marin Tockman, Owner
Dashing Bicycles’ goal is to
offer a unique bicycle retail
experience that fosters and
empowers women and families
to feel like more a part of the
mainstream bicycle and active
transportation network.
Launched in October 2013,
the company has grown from
a pop-up concept selling fun

and stylish accessories
around New Orleans markets
to a kiosk inside a coffee shop,
to an independent storefront
offering a full-service
experience, and hundreds
of new bicycle-related items.
Since launch, Dashing
Bicycles has helped over
2,000 commuters with their
bicycle needs.

The founder, Marin Tockman,
is an active voice in the
community, able to take the
daily challenges and success
stories of her customers
and advocate for and create
tangible improvements
for more fair, safe, and
equitable transportation and
infrastructure access around
New Orleans.
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PAIRIN

“What we call essential skills—like critical thinking and collaboration—aren’t what
educators are typically prepared to teach students. But, most employers will tell you that
these are the most important, because they can teach many of the job-speciﬁc skills.
We determined that there had to be a fundamental change in how we are educating our
young people. So, our greater cause has become to develop a system that will pack that
haystack full of needles.”
– Michael Simpson, Pairin Co-founder
Michael Simpson and Dr. Ron
Young co-founded Pairin in
2012 to recognize and develop
the most critical skills of the
successful 21st century student
and employee.
What began as a consulting
ﬁrm focused on helping
employers ﬁnd that “needle
in a haystack” top talent soon
evolved into a mission to make
education more relevant for
students and employers.
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The idea was to facilitate the
development of the essential
skills that young people need
to succeed.

helps teachers develop and
track the growth of their
students and helps employers
coach their in-house staff.

Pairin has combined the
knowledge of psychologists,
coaches, and educators along
with advanced technology
to develop an innovative
cloud-based solution that
assesses students’ and
employees’ readiness for
their next step. The software

Businesses can also use
Pairin’s process to prioritize
job candidates based on their
ﬁt, as well as identify speciﬁc
areas of development that
can help turn existing “B”
performers into “A” performers.

TREEHOUSE

“According to data gathered by Code.org from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, in
2015 there were over 500,000 unﬁlled computer science jobs across the United States.
Treehouse is helping close this gap between unﬁlled tech jobs and qualiﬁed candidates,
our mission is to help people change their lives by getting the qualiﬁcations they need to
get a great job in the tech ﬁeld—in Silicon Valley and beyond.”
– Ryan Carson, Treehouse Co-founder and CEO
Many people assume they
need a 2-4 year computer
science degree to get a job
in tech, but Treehouse has
successfully created an online
technology school that gives
students the skills they need
to get the job they want
in tech.
Launched in 2010, Treehouse
now employs 110 employees,
has developed 500 courses,
and nearly 600,000 students
have enrolled in their basic

subscription program. The
company recently launched
Techdegree: an intensive,
6-12 month guided-learning
experience designed to
prepare students for entrylevel developer jobs.

and Treehouse’s highquality, professional videos
are ﬁlmed in their studio.
Program teachers are full-time
Treehouse employees who
are experts in the subjects
they teach.

The program structure and
curriculum keeps students
engaged, while allowing them
to work at a pace that ﬁts their
learning style. The content is
100 percent original, developed
by in-house expert teachers,

The program is already
valued by employers such
as Buzzfeed, Mailchimp,
and NASA, which have used
Treehouse products to give
their employees new tech skills.
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PSERWKMZIRXSWQEPPFYWMRIWWIW
Low cost of living for high quality of life

Startups from many different industries
One of top 10 metro-area destinations for VC money; $19
FMPPMSRMRERRYEPKVERXW
*EZSVEFPIXE\IWRSGSVTSVEXISVTIVWSREPMRGSQIXE\
Educated population, providing a ready pool of recruiting
talent that new companies can take advantage of
,IEPXL]WQEPPFYWMRIWWGPMQEXI
Low cost of living

Denver

FOUND A BUSINESS

possible at your ﬁngertips becomes crucial. For a startup, it’s all about location, location, location.

New York City

Omaha Des Moines
Indianapolis

'SPYQFYW

Strong lending
environment
Nashville

)EW]XSWXEVXEFYWMRIWW´
paperwork takes a day

Oklahoma City

Fast-growing city,
appealing to college grads
8E\MRGIRXMZIWXSEXXVEGX
companies

Austin

%JJSVHEFMPMX]

4VSTIVX]XE\MRGIRXMZIW
0S[PMZMRKERHFYWMRIWWGSWXW
0S[PMZMRKGSWXWERHLMKLTE]QEOIMXSRISJFIWX
cities for new college grads
Growing tech community
Great resources like the University of Utah
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µ7MPMGSR4VEMVMI¶ELEZIR
JSVXIGL[SVOIVW

Great business-tax
GPMQEXI
business costs
EVIÿą FIPS[
XLIREXMSREP
average

No state tax

,MKLRYQFIV
SJTEXIRXWTIV
GETMXE
4VMZEXIWIGXSV
funding and a strong
QIRXSVWLMTRIX[SVO

Thriving
WQEPPFYWMRIWW
GSQQYRMX]

,MKLRYQFIVSJ
MRZIWXSVWPIWWWXEVXYT
GSQTIXMXMSR

Photo Credit: Josh Brasted
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For

New

Resiliency is Not

Orleans,

Written By Tyler Anneliese Moselle

Just a District
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If ever there was a metaphor
for New Orleans, it was 75-year
old “Mac" Rebennack—Dr. John
to most of you—drenched in
rain, playing “Goodnight, Irene”
Saturday afternoon for his soggy,
slip-sliding fans stuck in the
muck of the New Orleans
Fair Grounds.

Despite monumental losses,
disasters only bring the city
closer, breathing more life and
meaning into each day. In the
spirit of celebrating—and often
acquiescing to dance—it’s the
rich heritage that has charged
a rebirth of New Orleans as
“Silicon Bayou” in the wake of
Hurricane Katrina.
The region is known for
fearlessness when it comes
to new sounds and also an
unwavering loyalty to history.

gathered, mid-thunderstorm on
the last day of Jazz Fest, to honor
Toussaint. While us Jazz Fest
attendees were slogging through
the mud, the tribute kicked off
with “There’s a Party Going On”.
Similarly, when Louisiana comes
XSQMRHMX´WHMJ½GYPXXSETTVIGMEXI
the full-bodied historical context
of the place.
Sure, you traverse French
Quarter cobblestone streets,
pass the oldest Cathedral in the

“The contours of Katrina’s diaspora and the legacy of those
losses will mark many of us forever.”
His set was cut short, but he
- Author Jason Berry
returned Sunday to acknowledge
his friend and cultural godfather
SJWSRK[VMXMRKMR¾YIRGIMR
America: Allen Toussaint.
If you’re a fan of Paul McCartney,
Robert Plant, or the Rolling
Stones, you have New Orleans’
prodigal son and multi-genre
music producer Allen Toussaint
to thank.
As New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival presented by Shell
headliner Bonnie Raitt put it,
“His musical genius has touched
the far corners of the world.”
Toussaint is just one example
of how the city’s melting-pot
GYPXYVI¾S[WXLVSYKLXLI
veins of what makes America,
so… well, American.
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Writer Colleen Mondor once
asked, “What kind of place
encourages such risk takers and
yet demands and receives a
respect for the past?”

In Do You Know What it Means
to Miss New Orleans, she wrote,
“By its very nature, the music of
New Orleans often inspires a
gut response among its listeners.
As it is based so heavily in
the voices of those who lost
everything, in the memories
of the Acadians, the African
Americans, in the poor of all
races and the hopeless of every
class, it commands a circumspect
moment from those who seek
it out.”
Bonnie, Neville brothers,
Dr. John, Jon Batiste, and
Toussaint’s family members

U.S.—Cathedral Basilica of Saint
Louis, which was founded just
EJI[]IEVWEJXIVXIE[EW½VWX
introduced to America and two
years before the Alamo was
erected—and feel the hairs on
the back of your neck stand up
amongst the raised tombs in the
city’s centuries-old cemeteries:
it’s hard to comprehend that this
American city is coming up on its
tricentennial.
In the land of Abita beer, hot
sauce, seafood, and bountiful
imports, cajun country traditions
and creole cooking have
permeated contemporary
culture as a melange of Spanish,
Native American, African, Italian,
and German concepts. Can you
get any more American than
that?

Photo Credit: Jacqueline Marque

Photo Credit: Jacqueline Marque

Photo Credit: Douglas Mason
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Throw in the sixth largest
port in the U.S. and the busiest
port system on the world’s
busiest waterway—Louisiana’s
Lower Mississippi River—
the Port of New Orleans is
the United States’ premier
coffee handling port, with 14
warehouses, over 5.5 million
square feet of storage, and six
roasting facilities within a
20-mile radius.
New Orleans is home to Silocaf
of New Orleans Inc., the world’s
largest automated coffee silo
TPERXEW[IPPEWXLI97´W½VWX
green coffee silo, Dupuy Storage.

Who could have imagined that
three simple ingredients—red
Tabasco mash, vinegar, and a
pinch of salt—could be one of
%QIVMGE´WQSWXTVSPM½GI\TSVXW#
Tabasco sauce debuted shortly
EJXIVXLI'MZMP;EV8LI½VWX
commercially-sold hot sauce has
been made just a couple hours’
drive from New Orleans by the
WEQIJEQMP]JSV½ZIKIRIVEXMSRW
When the mixing of cultures
become a tradition, the
results are nothing less than
spectacular. Just as the legacy
of Louis Armstrong surfaces
in Jazz Fest’s reigning headliner,
Trombone Shorty—who too
was raised in Satchmo’s Treme
neighborhood—the delectable
combination of history, heritage,
and hard times results in arts,
innovation, and tenacity that are
uniquely New Orleans.

The peak of Louisiana’s oil
production kicked off in 1902,
peaking in 1970. With the
implementation of levees and
canals came the diversion of
XLI1MWWMWWMTTM´WWIHMQIRX¾S[
leading to a sinking sensation,
best known as subsidence. This
was all put in place to bolster the
VIKMSR´W¾SYVMWLMRKSMPMRHYWXV]
however New Orleans has
lost 2,400 jobs since May 2016.
Louisiana as a whole has lost
16,000 jobs as of April 2016,
after a steep decline over the
course of nine months.
As the oil and gas industries
downsize, the Port of
New Orleans is substantially
growing stronger.
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SINCE KATRINA
Hurricane Katrina had a major
impact on New Orleans; it was called
the “worst engineering disaster in
the world since Chernobyl” by Dr.
Raymond B. Seed of the University
of California, Berkeley after the
Federal levee system failed.

PORT OF NEW
W O R L D ’ S
STATE
ECONOMIC IMPACT

NATIONAL
ECONOMIC IMPACT



380,000

total jobs

total jobs

$8B

$37B

in earning

in economic impact

$800M

$2.8B

in state taxes

in federal tax revenue

The hurricane approached the city
in August 2005 and, while most
residents were evacuated, the
IHGHUDO½RRGSURWHFWLRQV\VWHP
failed, and 80 percent of New
2UOHDQVZDV½RRGHG
Tens of thousands of residents who
were left in the city were rescued,
but many stayed in shelters—
including the Louisiana Superdome—
IRUGD\V2I¼FLDOO\SHRSOHGLHG
in Louisiana, but there were many
more never accounted for.
Tens of thousands of people left New
Orleans and never returned, and in
2006, the Census Bureau estimated
the population was just 223,000. A
year later, 32,000 people returned,
which brought the city’s population
to just 56 percent of pre-Katrina
levels.
,QWKH&HQVXV%XUHDX
estimated the population of New
Orleans at 369,000, which is 76
percent of its 2000 population, while
the metro area has 92 percent of its
2000 population.
$QRWKHUVXUYH\LQ-XQHIRXQG
that more than half of the 72
neighborhoods of New Orleans
had recovered 90 percent of their
pre-Katrina population.
While African Americans still
represent a majority in the city,
WKHLUQXPEHUVGURSSHGVLJQL¼FDQWO\
after the hurricane.

B U S I E S

BUSINESS PROFILE AT THE PORT
OF NEW ORLEANS
Breakbulk | Heavy-Lift and Special Project Cargo
Containers | Refrigerated Cargo
Cruise | Industrial and Commercial Real Estate

PORT RANKINGS

1
1
1
1

logistics port
%XVLQHVV)DFLOLWLHV
importer of
natural rubber
U.S. London metals
exchange port
FRSSHU]LQFDOXPLQXP
U.S. exporter of
frozen poultry

2
3
5
6

U.S. importer
of coffee
U.S. importer
of steel
U.S. importer
of plywood
U.S cruise port

W ORLEANS:

S T

W A T E R W A Y

THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER

YHVVHOVWUDYHUVHWKH
waterway each year
+ 500 million tons of cargo moved annually
+ 60% of nation’s grains, and 20% of coal
and petrochemicals are shipped
NAPOLEON AVENUE
CONTAINER TERMINAL

+ 50,974 TEUs moved in April,
breaking the previous month’s record
7(8VLQXSIURP
PLOOLRQWRQVRIJHQHUDOFDUJR
PLOOLRQWRQVRIJHQHUDOFDUJR
up nearly 3%
PORT’S TOP EXPORT COMMODITIES

&KHPLFDOVXSWRPLOOLRQWRQV
+ Forest products up 5.4% to 435,056 tons
PORT’S TOP IMPORT COMMODITIES

+ Nonferrous metals up 44% to
499,287 tons
+ Imported zinc to 220,265 tons
+ Natural rubber up 3.4% to 364,265 tons

NEW ORLEANS
POPULATION TRENDS
Largest city in Louisiana
Name comes from Orléans, a city in France
Called the “most unique city in the
U.S.” because of its architecture and
architectural, multilingual, and cultural
heritage

- Steel imports down 7.6% from last year

Experienced huge population drop over
the course of the last decade due to
Hurricane Katrina

$7.9 million in port and terminal
operator investments

94% of city’s 2000 population lived in
1HZ2UOHDQVDVRI-XO\

&RIIHHXSWRWRQV
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According to American Shipper,
the Napoleon Avenue Container
Terminal transported 99,568
Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units
(TEUs) during March and April,
which is more than it has ever
transported during any two
months in the port’s history.
The Port of New Orleans
contributes 160,500 total jobs,
$8 billion in earning, $800
million in taxes statewide, and
is responsible for $37 billion
in national economic impact.

WHY THE FUTURE
OF THE CRESCENT
CITY MATTERS
In Realtor’s top destinations
for millennials on the move,
New Orleans is ranked sixth
in the country. With median
home prices at $219,000 and
an unemployment rate of 5.6
percent, it sounds rosy compared
to the exorbitant cost of living in
Los Angeles, New York, and the
Bay Area.

Thousands of new residents
are heading to the Crescent
City. Coming out of Katrina,
President and CEO of Greater
New Orleans Inc. Michael Hecht
explained, “A totally new level
of expectation of leadership in
simply the management on the
political side, on the business
side, on the civic side is much
better than it’s been in probably
40 years.”

µ8LIVI¸WEP[E]WFIIREÁPQMRHYWXV]LIVIFIGEYWI]SYGER¸X
recreate this on a backlot in Hollywood.”
.YPME+SSH,%6/
“We are number one in the
country for population growth.
Number two for GDP growth.
Number one for growth in
exports. Number one for
fastest growth in digital. We
are number one, probably most
importantly, for in-migration of
millennials: over 44,000 over the
TEWX½ZI]IEVWERHXLEXRYQFIV
keeps growing.”

The vertical growth in the city’s
young educated population is
helping to spearhead a resilient
movement when it comes to
the culture of innovation in New
Orleans. In the last couple of
years alone, the city has been
ground zero for cutting edge
technology and a Tabasco-hot
startup scene. Last year, the selfproclaimed fastest growing tech
conference, Collision, landed in
XLIGMX]JSVXLI½VWXXMQI
The eight-day New Orleans
Entrepreneur Week (NOEW)
kicked off in 2009 and saw
monumental growth in 2016,
with over 13,000 attendees,
$648,430 in allocated capital
and in-kind resources, and 185
startup ventures showcased. The
GSMRGMHMRKKIRXVM½GEXMSRMWRSX
simply for the sake of moneychasing: this generation is thriving
in the “low cost, high culture”
environment New Orleans
offers.
Tim Williamson, the Cofounder and CEO of The Idea
Village, used his deep love of
his city to lead and envision an
innovative festival dedicated to
entrepreneurs through NOEW.
“What we’re all creating is a new
movement as a startup city, and
NOEW has become part of our
cultural calendar,” he said.
“Our goal is to create a platform
that engages all sectors of the
community,” added Williamson.

ABOUT NEW ORLEANS ENTREPRENEUR WEEK
Headquartered on Fulton Street in the revitalized
Warehouse District
FRQWHQWULFKHYHQWVLQFOXGLQJHQWUHSUHQHXUVKRZFDVHV
networking opportunities, in-depth entrepreneur workshops,
and two important competitions: The Coulter Idea Pitch
and The Blackstone Big Idea
FRQIHUHQFHDWWHQGHHV
1HZ2UOHDQVORFDOVWDUWXSVIHDWXUHGDW12(:IURP
a variety of thriving industries including healthcare, technology,
energy, and education
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“I think that the millennials are
some of the most missiondriven people I’ve ever met.
It’s consistent, you see it over
and over again. That the typical
millennial today wants to do
well by doing good, and they
want that doing good to be
substantive,” added Hecht.
Julia Good, Gulf Coast Editor for
HARK—a multimedia website
covering tech, startups, and
innovation in the Southern
U.S.—pointed out that the
resilience of the people of New
Orleans is the most dynamic
factor that fosters innovation.
Good covers diversity and
inclusion in the emerging startup
and tech sectors in this region.
While New Orleans’ most
thoughtful entrepreneurial
leaders admit they’re not
where they want to be yet,
Good shared, “There is a real
GSQQMXQIRXF]MR¾YIRXMEP
people to keep as much
talent here in New Orleans as
possible.”
Ten years after Hurricane
Katrina, plenty of problems exist
that didn’t get cleansed by the
¾SSH%XS[RSJMRRSZEXMSRLEW
emerged from New Orleans’
resiliency. “Even now,” Good said,
“It’s a very strange mix of the
most grave and dark forces in life
that coexist with all this lightness
and celebration, almost an oldworld way of looking at life.”
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Good added, “We’re about
to come up on New Orleans’
tricentennial in 2018. It’s going to
be a whole year of celebrating
and collaborating. There’s going
to be a year-long, international
spotlight on the New New
Orleans. The really interesting
stuff is going to be what happens
after that.”
Similar to reality-tv star and
unanimous queen of bounce
music—who you may know
from a cameo in Beyonce’s
“Formation” music video—
&MK*VIIHME´WXIRHIRG]XS¾MT
traditional hip-hop on its head,
ambassadors of New Orleans’
entrepreneurial scene embrace
unconventional methods to
invite engagement. Her music
beckons everyone to have fun,
get motivated, and love what
you’re doing.

What resounding lesson did I
XEOIE[E]JVSQQ]½VWX.E^^*IWX
experience... besides investing in
an industrial strength poncho and
rain boots?
Take a note from the
effervescent, melodicabrandishing co-host of CBS’ Late
Show, Jon Batiste. Whatever
you’re doing, make sure that you
have plenty of room to “shimmy
in your little area.”

“There’s something in the water.
Add in a bit of entrepreneurship and
it’s like an explosive formula.”
4EHH]'SWKVEZI
Organizer of Collision Conference
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TITLE:
WHAT CAN HOLLYWOOD
TEACH BUSINESS LEADERS?
WRITTEN BY LANE SHEFTER BISHOP

“TIME IS MONEY” CERTAINLY RINGS TRUE
IN HOLLYWOOD, AND COULD BE THE BEST WAY
TO APPROACH BUSINESS LEADERS
IN YOUR INDUSTRY.

As a working producer and director
in Hollywood for many years, I know
that the entertainment industry is one
of the most difﬁcult businesses in the
world. Nine times out of ten decisions
are made because of the “hit” factor
and how much money can be made in
the shortest amount of time.
Every big ﬁlm or television project is
a multi-million dollar investment so
the risks are high. But the business
of entertainment can also be a very
lucrative one—for networks and
studios, for A-listers, for those of us
lucky enough to be successful. So
the question naturally arises, what
can Hollywood teach other
business leaders?
I think the most important lesson
Hollywood has to impart to other
business ﬁelds has to do with time,
or lack thereof. In this industry, you
have to sell fast or you don’t sell at all.
No one has time for a lengthy pitch
anymore, nor will they read anything
longer than 120 pages.
Almost all of the pitches I do with
screenwriters are kept to 10 minutes
or less, and I also simplify my
numerous book properties into
one-page, three-page, and ﬁve-page
write-ups to make it easier on execs
who I know just don’t have the time to
read an entire book.
Most other industries and businesses
run the exact same way—if a
professional proposal can’t grab
attention immediately folks simply
move on. In the last few years, short
and sweet has truly become the recipe
for success.
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There are too many examples to list for
when a studio or network executive has
said to me on the phone “I only have a
minute, what’s the hook?” And by “hook”
of course they are asking me to swiftly
share the one-sentence marketing tool
that tells them what is most unique
about the project.
The ability to craft that selling
sentence prior to launching into any
long-winded pitch or proposal is
a valuable skillset and one worth
cultivating. It’s an ability that can
be applied to any industry—real
estate, marketing, education, or
any other big business—and is
one of the best ways to get
something sold in today’s
market.
In fact, every project I’ve set
up, including the feature
ﬁlm “The Duff” (which came
out last year and made an
incredible $43.5 million off
an $8.5 million budget),
started with this powerful
single sentence—known in
my ﬁeld as a logline.
A great example of one
of my projects where the
sale was literally all about
the logline is “Fringe
Girl”. I had a television
movie project I wanted
to sell, based on the
book “Fringe Girl”, but
the story was quite
reminiscent of the ﬁlm
“Mean Girls”.

I knew I couldn’t sell it that way since “Mean Girls” had been done already
and it’s always important for a pitch concept to feel fresh. So, I decided
to carefully craft a great logline that would highlight the project’s
most unique element—which happened to be related to the history
instructor character. He teaches Fringe Girl about the strategies
involved in leading a revolution, using Napoleon as his
example. In turn, our protagonist utilizes this information
to overthrow the queen bee of the school.
My selling sentence became: “The story of a
teenager who uses the principles of revolution
to change the social order at her high school,
and save herself from being stuck on the
‘fringes’ of the population.”
I made the sale to the Disney Channel, but I
know that if I had gone in instead with a longwinded plot description, I would have had the
execs looking at their watches as well as making
comments about how it reminded them too much
of “Mean Girls”—and ultimately the potential project
would have been a ‘pass’.
So again, why is this Hollywood process beneﬁcial to
business leaders in other industries? Because it’s all about
the skill of being concise while carefully highlighting what’s
special about what you have to sell.
The ability to generate a tight, streamlined summation of a story, idea, or item
is highly valued in today’s uber-busy society. Attention spans have gotten very
short. Even a tweet has just a 140-character limit. So in the same way, a logline or
elevator pitch needs to be limited to one strong sentence because creatively short is the
best way to gain immediate attention.

“I ONLY HAVE A MINUTE,

WHAT’S THE HOOK?”
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Carefully crafted brevity can
make all the difference when
sharing an idea, proposal, or
project with a business leader
whose schedule is jam-packed,
and in a world where everyone
constantly wishes for more
hours in the day.
Some business professionals
will probably disagree with this
approach, believing instead
that slow and steady “reeling
them in” is a better answer,
and for some it may be. But
having set up more than two
dozen projects over the last
few years, all with strong
one-sentence starters out the
gate, and now having met with
countless business owners
and seasoned executives, I
can tell you that the quick

sell is inﬁnitely superior, more
efﬁcient, and much more
appreciated by those on the
other side of the desk.
I began my producing career
on the buying side as the EVP
of Television and Movies at an
entertainment company and
know personally from that
time how much I valued being
brought something quick and
concise, which also told me
why it was different so I could
get excited about it.
I’m not advocating selling
everything you have or do only
in one sentence, of course, but
if done correctly, a top-notch
logline can certainly provide
that quick ﬁrst bite which
hopefully will entice the buyer
to want to eat the whole meal.

Lane Shefter Bishop,
author of Sell Your Story
in a Single Sentence, is
a multi-award winning
producer and director
who has received
numerous accolades
for her work, including
an Emmy and six Telly
Awards. She is CEO of
Vast Entertainment, a
book-to-screen company
with numerous projects,
including feature ﬁlms
for Fox 2000, Silver
Pictures, CBS Films &
Liongate, and TV ﬁlms
for Lifetime, as well as
limited series and TV
series works. Bishop is
the former EVP of Motion
Pictures & Television at
TwinStar Entertainment
and is currently
partnered on all nonscripted programming
with Bishop-Lyons
Entertainment. She
will direct the feature
ﬁlm “Dead By Midnight”
this summer. For
more details on Lane
Shefter Bishop, visit
www.SellitinaSentence.com.
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FGO Logistics

STRIVING FOR THE
PERFECT DELIVERY
EVERY TIME

Operations Manager Isaac Cambert leading the
loadout portion of his day

FGO Logistics strives to provide
the perfect delivery service for
its customers, every single time.
For the last decade, Founder
Fernando Garcia has dedicated
his efforts to growing the
company from one truck and
an ofﬁce over a garage to the
organization it is today in order to
reach this goal.
With over 200 trucks moving
throughout the United States
every day, FGO Logistics is in the
business of delivering appliances,
furniture, electronics, and
solutions for ﬁnal mile delivery
service. The company’s growth to
where it is today didn’t happen
overnight, but with a lot of hard
work from the ﬁrst few employees
with the business.
“The company began with
our founder having a different
mindset and growth strategy,”
shared Josh Daniels, Chief
Operations Ofﬁcer. “But FGO
has adapted, we’ve formed
relationships with a lot of people
in the industry, and now work in
dozens of different locations.
“After we had picked the brains of
industry experts, we assimilated
the best of those ideals into
FGO. We started developing our
culture, and a lot of different
avenues opened up for us.”
These avenues include
strategically placed trucking
depots in New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut, Georgia, New
Hampshire, and Florida, as well as
in-house mechanic crews and a
warehouse for integrating cargo.
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Constant teamwork is required to delight FGO customers.

The people who built FGO Logistics, whether
through mentorship, helpful advice, or as part
of the company today, are the lifeblood of
the organization. The managers and senior
leaders are friends who knew each other before
deciding to come together to build the delivery
service company.

That dedication is important, because it is what
drives the impeccable customer experience
Garcia, Daniels, and all of FGO Logistics’
employees strive for with every delivery. For
Daniels speciﬁcally, knowing the ins and outs of
every delivery is key to the company’s strategy
to continue its strive towards perfection.

“We’ve been strategic in that we only have
brought on people we knew in a leadership
capacity. It’s easy to do so because of the
established relationship, and it also means we
know just how dedicated they will be to the
brand and culture once they have become part
of the team.”

“If a customer is less than satisﬁed, we will reach
out every time. I want to ﬁx it immediately, and
that kind of dedication to the customer pays off
in spades.”
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Being involved down to the last detail is
important to understanding where the proverbial
ball was dropped, and whether it was within

FGO workers completing a “white glove furniture delivery”

FGO Logistics capabilities to prevent or ﬁx the
issue. Daniels spends much of his day following
up with customers himself to ensure perfect
delivery service.
“We have 1,807 deliveries scheduled for today
alone. So far, I’ve had six emails about deliveries
that didn’t go perfectly. Five cases had
nothing to do with us. But knowing this helps
us to enhance the overall experience for our
customers because feedback is immediate.
“We don’t rest on our laurels. FGO is looking to
improve every single day, and wants to continue
growing as it has.”

The simple answer to maintaining and expanding
growth is to continue with the exceptional
service FGO Logistics provides. Daniels
described the service as “above and beyond”.
In the ultimate goal of the perfect delivery, all
aspects of personnel—including the uniform—
and communication must also be spot on.
“The standard is simple. We expect nothing less
than perfection,” he said.
With four new partnerships founded just this
year (see map), perfection is the continuing goal
through starting up new locations, as well as
coaching and mentoring the staff that is brought
on to serve these new partners and areas.
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SupplyRUs
Packing materials can either make transporting merchandise go smoothly or turn
into a complete nightmare. SupplyRUs aims to provide only the best products
possible at affordable prices with a guarantee to be there when you need them.
We’re a wholesale provider of boxes, packing, and shipping supplies that
properly safeguard household and commercial goods for transport or storage.
SupplyRUs offers a complete product line of moving boxes with different
capacities and for different item types, and we offer high-quality logo printing
services and custom designed boxes.
For wrapping and protecting valuables for transport we offer everything needed
from moving blankets, tape, stretch wrap, and corner edge protectors to bubble
wrap, mattress bags, and sofa covers. To make you job even easier, we carry
carpet and rubber cap dollies, truck straps, and nylon straps.
Our service area is not just limited to the Tri-State area: SupplyRUs now has a
global reach and can coordinate freight forwarding of full container loads to any
port on the globe; we have done this for clients in Florida, Texas, and California.
We are “the Supply for Suppliers”, providing our products at competitive rates
to the most well-known packing and shipping companies and wholesalers. Our
fast, free, on-demand shipping and personalized sales support—which are on call
24/7/365—means we can offer same-day, next-day early morning, evenings up to
and past midnight, and weekends, all at no cost to the customer.
We build strong partnerships with our clients by understanding their business
and ongoing needs. We work side-by-side with them to reduce cost, not only
with supplies, but by sharing best practices from our team that has combined
over 75 years of experience in the moving, trucking, and logistics industry.
FGO Logistics relies on the excellence of its partners to help them get the job
done. We are proud to be the partner of a premier ﬁnal mile delivery company.
For more information, visit: www.supplyrus.com/boss

SUCCESS

FGO takes pride in the appearance of their delivery professionals and their equipment.

The foundation is there, and will allow FGO
Logistics to build strong relationships with
these new partners and continue perfecting its
delivery service.
Surprisingly, FGO does not employ any real,
active marketing endeavors. The company’s
growing business comes from referrals and word
of mouth.
“We don’t have salespeople, I’m comfortable
having those conversations with prospective
clients. We don’t have PowerPoints or marketing
materials either. It comes down to the simple
fact that if our ideas and philosophies align with
another company, then we are in business.
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“Other companies look at the margin. We aren’t
so focused on that. The goal is to be the best,
not a certain-size company. We’ll invest as much
time and effort as we have to get the job done
right.”
While Daniels stated that growth is the end goal,
the only way to continue to grow is with perfect
service.
“I’ve chased the perfect day in this business
since I started, and it’s never happened. We take
in every single measurable statistic, and built
them towards reaching and then replicating the
perfect day. And we won’t stop, even after every
customer has the ‘perfect delivery’.”

MAJOR PARTNERSHIPS OF

2016

New Hampshire

New Jersey

Florida

COLLABORATION

AMERICAN
MANUFACTURING
G O O D F O R A M E R I C A N S
American manufacturing has raked in nearly
$6 trillion in the last century. It accounts for 35
percent of the American economy, and provides
over 12 million manufacturing jobs. Manufacturing
also helps sustain support service industries such
as transportation.
In recent decades, Americans have grown
accustomed to purchasing products made in
China, India, and other regions of the world.
Unfortunately, the foreigners who produce these
RTQFWEVUCTGQHVGPHQTEGFVQYQTMWPFGTJQTTKƂE
circumstances, often times as young children.
Shipping these goods to America contributes
VQƂXGRGTEGPVQHVJGGPVKTG'CTVJoURQNNWVKQPC
rate that continues to climb each and every year.
Outsourcing is also an issue due to the fact that
it removes jobs from America, attributing to the
unemployment rate.
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'CEJ[GCTVJG#OGTKECPVTCFGFGƂEKVYKFGPUFWG
to an increase of imported goods and a lack of our
QYPGZRQTVU6JTGGRGTEGPVQH#OGTKECoUYGCNVJ
and economy is lost overseas on an annual basis.
In fact, we have lost approximately $8 trillion in
the last 39 years alone, attributing to lower wages,
RTQƂVUCPFGORNQ[OGPV
Not only do imported goods pose a health threat
to foreign workers, but they pose a threat to you
as the buyer. There have been multiple cases of
radioactive steel, poisonous drywall, and even
EJKNFTGPoUVQ[UOCFGQHJCTOHWNEJGOKECNUDGKPI
shipped into the U.S., making it into our homes.
*QOGITQYPOCPWHCEVWTGTUFQPoVQHVGPJCXGVJKU
issue. They follow strict rules and regulations
KPQTFGTVQGPUWTGVJGRWDNKEoUUCHGV[#OGTKECP
manufacturers share your interests and care for
the well being of their consumers.

WHAT DOES AMERICAN MANUFACTURING
CONTRIBUTE TO THE COUNTRY’S ECONOMY?

$6
TRILLION

35%
OF THE

OVER PAST
CENTURY

ECONOMY

MORE
INCOME

BETTER
ECONOMY

12
MILLION

LESS
POLLUTION
FROM
SHIPPING

BETTER JOBS

GREENER
PRACTICES

JOBS
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Written by Laura Close

Do you ever wonder how
those clothes from Vietnam,
toys from China, and fruits
from the Philippines make
it to the U.S.? More than
90 percent of global trade
moves by ship, and the top
25 ports in North America
account for a whopping 97
percent of total trade for
the continent. And despite
a trafﬁc dip for the top two
ports from the last couple of
years, these two locations
still make the top of the list.
Read on to learn more about
North America’s top ports*,
and just what cargo they are
bringing in and sending out.

*The ranking was done by JOC.com, an information portal for international container shipping and logistics.
Ranking was determined by outbound and inbound container trade in 2015.
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TOP U.S. PORTS BY MARKET SHARE

13.5%

27.5%

12.1%

ALL OTHER U.S. PORTS COMBINED

11.1%

3.8%
4.3%
4.3%

4.8%

6.9%
5.3%

6.4%

PORT OF LOS ANGELES

THE NORTHWEST SEAPORT ALLIANCE: SEATTLE & TACOMA

PORT OF LONG BEACH

THE PORT OF VIRGINIA

PORT OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY

PORT OF HOUSTON

GEORGIA PORTS AUTHORITY

PORT OF MANZANILLO

PORT OF VANCOUVER

SOUTH CAROLINA PORTS

1
PORT OF
LOS ANGELES
Market share: 13.5%
5,471,639 TEUs
The Port of Los Angeles has
been at the top of the list for
several years running, even
after taking a 7.4 percent dive
in TEUs (twenty foot equivalent
units, the unit of the capacity of
a container ship). The number
one container port and leader
in container volume and cargo
value sees furniture, auto
parts, electronics, and plastics
come in, and sends out paper,
waste paper, pet and animal
feed, scrap metal, fabrics, and
soybeans.

2
PORT OF
LONG BEACH
Market share: 12.1%
4,905,434 TUEs
The West Coast dominates
the top two points of trade
for North America and the
U.S., with the Port of Long
Beach taking a close second
over LA. The port receives
bulk petroleum, metal and
metal products, furniture,
machinery, and motor vehicle
parts. Wastepaper, animal feed,
and scrap metal seems to be
popular outbound cargo for the
West Coast; the Port of Long
Beach is also a big exporter of
bulk coke.

COLLABORATION

3
PORT OF NEW YORK
AND NEW JERSEY
Market share: 11.1%
4,519,572 TEUs
New York and New Jersey have
been operating in port harmony
since 1921. As the third largest port
in the U.S.—and the largest on the
East Coast—the port authority has
invested millions since 2000 into
increasing the capabilities of the
port. Imports include beverages,
plastics, preserved food, furniture,
and machinery; exports include
wood pulp, vehicles, scrap and
waste, and plastics.

4
GEORGIA PORTS
AUTHORITY
Market share: 6.9%
2,820,871 TEUs
Georgia Ports Authority is
responsible for deepwater ports
in Savannah and Brunswick
and inland barge operations in
Bainbridge and Columbus. The
authority is one of the state’s
largest public employers, and
brings in almost $67 billion in
revenue annually. The Port of
Savannah brings in chemicals, food,
iron and steel, retail consumer
goods, and minerals, and sends out
food (mostly poultry and citrus),
wood pulp, clay, and paper.
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5
PORT OF VANCOUVER
Market share: 6.4%
2,608,422 TEUs
Home to 27 major marine cargo
terminals, three Class 1 railroads,
and a full range of facilities and
services for the international
shipping community, the Port of
Vancouver is easily the biggest
port outside of the U.S. By
bordering 17 municipalities, the
port is one of the main importers
to Canada, bringing in household
goods, auto parts, construction
materials, machinery, produce, and
beverages. Lumber, specialty crops,
wood pulp, meat, ﬁsh, poultry, and
basic metals account for the cargo
being sent out.

6
THE NORTHWEST
SEAPORT ALLIANCE:
SEATTLE & TACOMA
Market share: 5.3%
2,144,806 TEUs
Located in the Paciﬁc Northwest in
Washington state, The Northwest
Seaport Alliance offers shorter
U.S.-to-Asia transits, as well as a
deep connection to Alaska. Since
its ﬁrst year in 2015, the alliance
generated 48,000 local jobs and
$4.3 billion in local economic
impact. Inbound cargo includes
apparel, auto parts, footwear,
electronic equipment, and heavy
machinery, while primary outbound
cargo includes grains, cereals,
frozen ﬁsh, beef, pork, frozen
vegetables, and tobacco.

COLLABORATION

7
THE PORT OF VIRGINIA
Market share: 4.8%
1,968,924 TEUs
In 2014, over $2.7 billion was invested
in port-related economic development
for the Port of Virginia—in short,
it’s growing and growing fast. Over
30 companies have relocated to be
near the port since its inception, and
9.4 percent of the state’s resident
workforce hold port-related jobs.
Furniture, auto parts, metalware,
plastic products, granite and coffee
make up a majority of the port’s
inbound cargo, while soybean
products, logs and lumber, grocery
products and bulbs hold the majority
of outbound products.

8
PORT OF HOUSTON
Market share: 4.3%
1,760,715 TEUs
Each year, more than 200 million
tons of cargo move through the
greater Port of Houston, carried
by more than 8,000 vessels and
200,000 barges. The Port of Houston
has been instrumental in the city of
Houston’s development as a center
of international trade, and is home to
a $15 billion petrochemical complex,
the largest in the nation and second
largest in the world. Inbound cargo
includes food and drink, machinery,
consumer goods, iron, and steel. You’ll
ﬁnd plastics, chemical and minerals,
food and drink, machinery, and
automotive parts among the products
going outbound.

9
PORT OF
MANZANILLO
Market share: 4.3%
1,754,810 TEUs
The Port of Manzanillo is the
only port south of the U.S.
to make the top 10, and is
Mexico’s largest commercial
port. And like most of the
ports on this list, Manzanillo
also serves as a cruise ship
port. Its primary inbound
cargo includes rolled coils,
steel, and canola seeds.
Outbound cargo includes
iron ore, zinc, copper,
and clinker.

10
SOUTH CAROLINA
PORTS
Market share: 3.8%
1,425,157 TEUs
Each day, an average of
six vessels sail into South
Carolina’s harbors, carrying
cargo worth more than $150
million. The port authority
delivers $53 billion in annual
statewide economic impact
and is responsible for
approximately 187,200
S.C. jobs.
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THE
PUSH
FOR

PRECISION

MEDICINE
PRECISION MEDICINE IS CHANGING HOW
WE PREVENT, DIAGNOSE,
AND TREAT DISEASE.
IS THE LANDSCAPE OF HEALTHCARE
EVOLVING FAST ENOUGH TO KEEP UP?

Today the average drug or medical procedure
is designed for the average patient, a proﬁle
that very few ever match exactly. A more modern
approach to the discipline known as precision
medicine promises to leverage big
data, genomics, and other technologies
to usher in another revolution, with
results already piling up just as
some major new initiatives
get underway.

BEST IN CLASS

PERSONALIZATION GIVING WAY TO PRECISION
Doctors have long sought to provide patients the care most suitable to their unique situations
and needs. The large-scale drug trials that establish particular pharmaceuticals as safe and
helpful to many, though, often conceal failures of an almost equal scale.
The same goes for therapies which prove, over the course of thousands of trials,
to do more good than harm: a great many of these also do very little for almost as
many patients as they help.
That is not to say that today's medicine always paints with such broad brushes. Blood
transfusions have for many years accounted for the particular type of the recipient, and
allergy treatments similarly focus in on the speciﬁcs of any such immune system failure.
Until recently though, potentially telling factors like genome makeup, environmental
conditions, and lifestyle have largely gone without notice.
The promise of precision medicine is that patients will one day receive care that
better accounts for the individual details that make them unique, and that they will
prosper because of it.

THE FIGHT AGAINST
THE MOST DREADED DISEASE
YIELDS SOME REAL ANSWERS
Some of this promise is, in fact, already being
realized. Cancer has long been recognized as
both an increasingly signiﬁcant scourge of
aging populations and a family of diseases
where improved precision will
be especially valuable.
A recently detailed meta-study to be
presented before the annual meeting
of the American Society of Clinical
Oncology adds to some positive
results in the ﬁeld.
Assessing the outcomes of hundreds
of "Phase 1" cancer studies, the
researchers found that highly
targeted treatments were successful
at shrinking tumors nearly a third of
the time, compared to a success rate
of fewer than one in twenty for those
of a generalized kind.
With similar results from Phase 2 and
3 studies already well established, the
study highlights how productive genomic
and molecular targeting of particular
tumors can be at any stage of development.
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
FORCES ALIGN TO PUSH FOR PROGRESS
In last year's State of the Union address, President Obama unveiled a new
program designed to help move things forward. With $215 million in the 2016
federal budget ﬂowing out through the country's Precision Medicine Initiative,
government agencies ranging from the Food and Drug Administration to the
Department of Defense have gained a targeted new source of funding.
The National Institutes of Health hopes to enroll a million or more Americans in its
voluntary Precision Medicine Cohort Program, collecting DNA, health, and lifestyle data
about them that will be plumbed for new insights and potential treatments.
The U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs has a similar effort of its own underway in the form
of the Million Veteran Program, with the VA already sponsoring eight promising projects
that hope to make good use of the data it has collected.
Even in the face of these centralized efforts to tackle the large-scale problem of providing
precise care, private groups are moving forward eagerly, as well.
Companies like New Zealand-born Orion Health are providing just the kind of technological
savvy and responsiveness that the private sector is well known for, whether in partnership with
government agencies or in support of other for-proﬁt organizations.

CHALLENGES AND PRACTICAL PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
No one supposes that the dream of curing cancer
or ﬁnally tackling the world’s obesity problem will
be realized without trouble. Aside from the many
advances occurring in the sphere of oncology,
precision medicine remains largely an aspiration,
even if concrete results concerning “inherited
genetic disorders and infectious diseases” seem
imminent, as NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins noted
in a New England Journal of Medicine op-ed last
year.
Plenty of signiﬁcant hurdles will have to be
overcome before this promise becomes a
prevailing reality. For one, means of protecting
patient privacy that allow for the fruitful use of
tomorrow’s precision medicine ﬁndings will be
needed.
While a patient might beneﬁt greatly from a
doctor’s understanding of how to cure a disease in
light of a particular genetic makeup and lifestyle
factors, that same information could prove to be
dangerous in the hands of an insurer, an employer,
or the world at large.
Standards and regulations like the
longstanding “Common Rule”
that governs many

research trials will also need to be adjusted.
Patients with rare genetic conditions and other
distinctive features might be able to provide
beneﬁt to researchers, and thereby to others,
if they are allowed to do so.
Costs, too, will be an important factor, as
tailoring a therapy to a given person’s unique
characteristics is not likely to be inexpensive.
Above all else stands the need for more data
and more effective tools for analyzing it,
two challenges that are now receiving plenty
of attention.
As even more powerful conclusions about how
to care for patients in truly precise ways become
clear, means of solving the associated problems
will likely become so, as well.
As Donna Arnett, Dean of the University of
Kentucky College of Public Health, shared, “our
DNA, our environments, and our lifestyle choices
are the three major predictors of our health,” and
advancements that account for these fundamental
facts in precise, effective ways can pay off.
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COMMERCIAL RETRO

FEVER G

SEE THE HUGE
SUSTAINABLE
STRIDES THE BUILD
INDUSTRY HAS MADE
WITH RETROFITTING
OLD BUILDINGS
THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY.

OFITTING

GOES FOR THE GREEN

With ﬁnancing scarce after the 2008 economic crash,
new commercial construction in the United States nearly
ground to a halt. Desperate to attract tenants, building
owners put their own savings to use in retroﬁtting
ventures.
Even today, retroﬁtting accounts for six in ten American
commercial building projects, often targeting structures
among the half that were built before Reagan took ofﬁce.
Despite this striking interest in the retroﬁtting of existing
commercial space, much of the effort so far has been of a
fairly superﬁcial sort. Signs are accumulating, though, that
ambitious projects aimed at reducing energy usage by as
much as ﬁfty percent will soon become the norm.

AN ECONOMIC CRISIS SPAWNS
A DRIVE TO REMAKE COMMERCIAL SPACES
If building a new house from the ground up can be
intimidating to contemplate, commercial work is even more
daunting. A proposed ofﬁce building or other commercial
structure of tens of thousands of square feet or more can
take years from ideation to opening, along with millions of
dollars in funding.
In many cases, an older, existing building can be brought
up to date in a fraction of the time and in much less
expensive fashion. That fact became particularly relevant in
the depths of the last economic recession.
With ﬁnancing for new commercial construction having
essentially evaporated, commercial real estate investors
began using their own funds to spruce up existing
properties with new ﬁxtures, windows, and other imageenhancing improvements.
Along the way, they produced some gains with regard to
energy efﬁciency, in addition to raising the market value
of their holdings by what the U.S. Green Building Council
estimates to be an average of four percent.
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ENCOURAGING COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY OWNERS
TO LOOK DEEPER
With this development well
underway in the private sector,
public-sector groups at several
levels were doggedly pursuing a
collective goal of their own. The
Obama administration's Better
Buildings Initiative now counts
over 750 partners among its ranks,
along with more than $10 billion
in energy-efﬁciency construction
ﬁnancing and at least $1.3 billion in
associated savings in the ﬁve years
since its inception.
The kinds of intensive, "deep energy
retroﬁts" that Better Buildings
and private groups like the Rocky
Mountain Institute promote, though,
can be tough to sell to proﬁtconscious commercial property
companies, as well as to those they
depend on for ﬁnancing. In the
face of a nationwide commitment
to cutting energy usage wherever
possible, ﬁnding ways of leveraging
the private sector's acceptance of
commercial retroﬁtting and taking
it to the next level could become a
powerful tool.

DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS STORIES START TO TURN THE TIDES
There are signs that the resistance is easing, thanks to some undeniable,
concrete successes of this sort, along with innovative tools to enable
them.
Drawing nearly $150 million from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, for example, the Rocky Mountain Institute led a 2010
project to conduct a deep energy retroﬁt of the Byron Rogers Federal
Ofﬁce Building in Denver. Although an ambitious initial goal of 70 percent
reduced energy usage was not met, the 55 percent savings that resulted
from the installation of chilled beam technology, solar water heating, and
other features drew plenty of attention.
The Better Buildings 2016 progress update details a number of similarly
positive results of recent years. At the 840,000 square-foot L’Enfant
Plaza East in Washington, D.C., for example, a $9 million retroﬁtting
investment yielded annual energy savings of over $900,000, cutting the
ofﬁce building's usage by nearly
a third.
At 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue
nearby, a $2.8 million deep energy
retroﬁt of a TIAA-owned ofﬁce
building of similar size is set to
pay off in under four years, with
an estimated 29 percent return on
investment when all is said
and done.

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC GOALS
TO CONVERGE IN THE RETROFITS OF THE NEAR FUTURE
Traditionally reluctant to spend overly much on making over aging
commercial properties, but encouraged by their less-ambitious
successes of the post-recession years, owners are starting to
come around. The U.S. Green Building Council projects that
commercial property owners will invest almost a trillion dollars
between now and 2023 into energy-efﬁciency retroﬁts, with client
and market demand primarily driving the spending.
The fact is that relatively modest investments into older buildings
can often be as rewarding, in terms of ultimate energy efﬁciency,
as building green from the ground up. It can take anywhere
from a decade to 80 years for the savings associated with a
highly energy-efﬁcient new building to pay off compared to an
untouched older building of the same size, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration. Retroﬁt that existing structure
appropriately, and it can easily come out the winner even to the
farthest of horizons.
This means that private goals of maximizing revenues and
property values are increasingly coinciding with larger, public
ones related to energy conservation, and doing so precisely in
the domain of retroﬁtting. As innovative tools like Seattle Power
and Light's 20-year conservation-buying arrangement with
the newly built Bullitt Center are more regularly applied to
retroﬁts, this fruitful form of alignment will become even more
common. The commercial retroﬁtting momentum that began
with the last recession will thereby take on an even deeper
and more positive character.
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HAKS

QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

HAKS
This engineering and construction management
ÄYT[HRLZX\HSP[`HZZ\YHUJL[V[OLUL_[SL]LS

Twenty-ﬁve years ago, HAKS began as a small, two-person
operation. Today, it has evolved into a full-service consulting
engineering ﬁrm specializing in transportation infrastructure
including highways, tunnels, bridges, transit and commuter rail,
aviation, and port and marine facilities, buildings and facilities.
The company also had dedicated services in housing, schools,
healthcare facilities, parks and recreation, water and wastewater
facilities, energy and utilities, security, and asset management.
Headquartered in New York City’s Financial District, HAKS
maintains 15 branch ofﬁces—14 on the Eastern seaboard and one
in Houston, Texas. The company has also added two international
ofﬁces during its quarter of a century in business: one in India and
one in Bahrain.
The company’s focus on quality and client relationships are
deﬁning pillars that set HAKS apart in a competitive industry.
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Alberto Villaman, Executive Vice President

“We’re keenly aware of the challenges our clients
are facing,” said Alberto Villaman, Executive
Vice President, who has been with the company
for 15 years. “A 24-hour turnaround time is no
longer acceptable by players in this marketplace.
It comes down to response time, addressing
challenges, and being able to deliver on complex
products.”
See how HAKS has become an award-winning
company through quality assurance,
extensive training, and a unique approach
to interacting with vendors in the industry.
Villaman is particularly proud of the company’s
quality assurance program, which provides
strict guidelines for every project. HAKS
has a department dedicated solely to quality
assurance, and project managers ensure
that each job-speciﬁc quality management
plan is adhered to.
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HAKS Chairman and CEO Husam Ahmad
provides leadership in the company’s
commitment to quality work and to its
employees. He, along with senior management,
take on projects that provide additional
opportunities both for the company and its
employees.
HAKS is ISO (International Organization
Standardization) 9001 certiﬁed, conferring a
badge of credibility that clients trust. HAKS has
obtained certiﬁcation for every department that
is considered billable; non-billable departments
are part of the certiﬁcation as support services.
Long before the auditors from the SRI quality
system registrar assess whether a HAKS ISO
procedure is actually practiced or just theory,
HAKS conducts an internal assessment of its
quality management systems and processes.

From Jayne Warne
and your friends
at Matrix New World

Husam Ahmad, Chairman and CEO

AWARDS

2016
+ One of ENR’s Top 100 Pure Designers
+ 131 on ENR’s Top 500 Design Firms

2015
+ 194 on Architectural Record’s
Top 300 Architecture Firms

+ “One of the Best Firms to Work for”
by the Zweig Group
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“Our quality department is constantly reviewing
and updating our quality management plans,”
shared Villaman. “We work with the team to
develop these action plans, which are adhered
to whether quality assurance was part of our
contract with the client or not. It keeps us
accountable on the project, and it helps keep
our employees safe.”

ﬁeld staff, and conference them in to make sure
everyone gains the knowledge. This approach
not only keeps us connected to our vendors, but
to the latest products on the market.”

HAKS’ safety training programs are approached
with the same care and dedication as quality
management. For example, the company’s
“lunch and learn” strategy brings HAKS
employees together with its vendors to establish
new knowledge points for both companies.

“We’ll continue to do what has gotten us
to this point, but do it better in the future,”
Villaman said. “Quality systems have improved
dramatically in the last 25 years, and will
continue to evolve in the next 25. It’ll allow us to
better manage our projects, our people, and our
clients.

Once a month, HAKS connects with a vendor
in person for a one- to two-hour session that
includes a full presentation.
“It’s all about bringing technical expertise to
employees,” shared Villaman. “We send the
presentation to all technical staff, as well as any

Twenty-ﬁve years of success in construction
is an impressive milestone, but what does the
future hold?

“Our focus on providing a quality product, as
opposed to focusing on revenue, has gained our
clients’ trust. The future for HAKS is to continue
to focus on growth through quality. We will
always keep the focus on the project at hand.”

BEST IN CLASS

PROJECT
HIGHLIGHT:
THE GOWANUS

EXPRESSWAY
Part of I-278, the Gowanus Expressway
takes drivers from Brooklyn to Staten Island,
passing urban residential neighborhoods,
commercial areas, and over the Gowanus
Canal. The expressway was once an elevated
train structure that was converted in the
1930s into part of the highway system.
It’s been the focus of the New York State
Department of Transportation for many
years, in part because it hadn’t received a
major rehabilitation since the 1960s and had
fallen into a state of disrepair.
Since 2005, HAKS has been a part of the
revitalization project. At the time, Alberto
Villaman was the resident engineer on the
ﬁrst part of the project, which ran through
2009. HAKS was awarded over $150 million
worth of work on the repair, which included
half a million square feet of deck.
“Our work on the ﬁrst part of the repair led
us to win work for the second phase, this
time at $200 million. The client trusted our
ability to do good work, and has selected
us for steel repair for the third phase of
construction.”
The second stage of construction is coming
to an end this year, and HAKS will begin
work on the third phase.

FINANCE

THE MINIMUM

WAGE DEBATE
WRITTEN BY PAMELA VILLARREAL

DO YOU THINK
THE MINIMUM
WAGE SHOULD
BE INCREASED?
READ ABOUT THE
HISTORY OF THE
MINIMUM WAGE,
AND WHERE
STATES PLAN TO
TAKE IT NEXT.

For several years now, stagnant wage growth and a sputtering
economy has encouraged a movement by labor rights groups and
others to raise the minimum wage.
Politicians on the left and some on the right have called for
an increase in the minimum wage to as high as $15 an hour.
Supporters claim that a minimum wage that is more than double
the current $7.25 an hour will reduce poverty and inequality with
little impact on employment, citing empirical studies that show no
adverse effect.
Opponents, however, are skeptical. They also cite ﬁndings showing
that an increase in the minimum wage would increase inequality
and do little to alleviate poverty.

HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE
The ﬁrst minimum wage, 25 cents an hour, was established
under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 and applied only to
employees engaging in interstate commerce. By 1961, a new
amendment covered additional employees in certain industries. By
this time, the minimum wage was $1 an hour.
Then in 1978 all employees who were designated as non-exempt
(non-salaried) were covered at $2.65 an hour. Since then, the
minimum wage has increased 10 times under various presidential
administrations.
The current rate of $7.25 an hour took effect in 2009. While many
argue that the current time span is the longest that the minimum
wage has not increased, the record actually goes back to time
span of 1997, when the minimum wage stood at $5.15 an hour for
10 years until 2007.
Thirty states, Washington, D.C., and a handful of cities have
minimum wages that are signiﬁcantly higher. In 2001, Washington
became the ﬁrst state to enact minimum wage increases tied to
the cost of living; its minimum wage now stands at $9.47.
But other states have or will soon surpass Washington in terms
of statutory rates. Washington, D.C.’s wage is $10.50 an hour
and due to increase to $11.50 in July of this year. Massachusetts’
current rate of $10 an hour will increase to $11 at the beginning of
next year. New York and California will bump their wages to $15
an hour in 2018 and 2022, respectively.
Several cities have also passed minimum wages that surpass their
own state wages. San Francisco’s current minimum wage is $12.25
an hour, but will incrementally increase to $15 by July 2018,
effectively speeding past the state’s more gradual increase.
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FINANCE
WHY A MINIMUM WAGE?
Proponents of a minimum wage
argue that a wage ﬂoor is
necessary to lift people out of
poverty, especially those earners
who support families. They also
point out that the federal minimum
wage has not kept pace with
inﬂation, which indeed, is true.
In fact, the minimum wage has
lost about eight percent of its
purchasing power since it was last
increased in 2009. It is noteworthy
that those cities most likely to
increase their minimum wages also
have struggled with much higher
costs of living. But most minimum
wage earners are not heads of
households supporting families.

WHO EARNS
THE MINIMUM WAGE?
According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, minimum wage workers
are more likely to be teenagers,
college students, or part-time/fulltime secondary earners, rather than
heads-of-households supporting
families.
About half of minimum wage
workers are younger than age 25.
Never-married workers are more
likely to earn the minimum wage
than married workers, and nevermarried workers tend to be young.
Additionally, part-time workers are
more likely to earn the minimum
wage than full-time workers.

THE EFFECTS OF A
MINIMUM WAGE INCREASE
In 2014, the Congressional Budget
Ofﬁce estimated the effects of an
increase in the federal minimum
wage under two scenarios: Raising
the minimum wage to $10.10 an
hour by 2016 and then adjusting
annually for inﬂation, or raising
the minimum wage to $9 an hour
by 2016 with no adjustments for
inﬂation.
At the time the CBO released its
report, the media reported on
the more aggressive ﬁrst option,
which the CBO predicted would
lift 900,000 people out of poverty
by 2016. These individuals would
accrue about $5 billion in real
income, and the average family
income would increase by about 2.8
percent.
But families whose income is
between one and three times the
Federal Poverty Level would receive
even more, about $12 billion on
net. An additional $2 billion would
accrue to families whose income
is between three and six times the
Federal Poverty Level. A family
in these categories would see an
average increase in their income of
2.1 percent. (By the way, a family
of four that is at 300 percent of
FPL earns about $72,000. At 600
percent of the FPL their income
would be $145,000.)

Real incomes would decrease
by about 0.4 percent for families
earning six or more times the
Federal Poverty Level due to
transitional unemployment and
reduced business proﬁts.
Thus, a minimum age increase
would ostensibly narrow the gap
between the working poor and high
income earners. But the majority of
these dollars would go to families
not even living in poverty.
Furthermore, the CBO report also
found that 500,000 mainly lowskilled jobs would be lost due to
stafﬁng reductions. If these 500,000
jobs are lost (and CBO estimates it
could be less than that or as many
as 1 million), the minimum wage
as the great equalizer could be
mitigated by the number of new
jobless people earning zero annual
income.
On a positive note, some of the
500,000 lost jobs could eventually
become high-skilled, technical jobs.
Why? Because industries such as
hospitality, fast food, and retail that
previously relied on lower-skilled
workers will turn to automation.
It would require highly skilled
engineers, software designers,
and programmers to produce and
service robots and computers that
make french fries, check guests in
at a hotel, and process dry cleaning.
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FINANCE
THE NEW OVERTIME PAY RULE

THE BOTTOM LINE

Whether or not $10 or $15 an hour
becomes the new federal minimum
wage, a new overtime pay rule will
take effect in December, which
doubles the threshold at which
salaried employees are exempt from
overtime pay.

The news often highlights the plight
of workers in service industries,
such as retail and fast food. These
industries tend to employ more
entry-level workers, so does it make
sense to pay them $15 an hour?

Salaried employees making
up to $913 per week ($47,476
annually) will qualify for overtime
compensation at one-and-a-half
times their normal pay. This is
a signiﬁcant increase from the
previous $455 per week ($23,660
annually) exemption level.
The Obama administration predicts
the new rule will put $12 billion
in the pockets of 4.2 million newly
eligible employees over 10 years.
However, the Department of Labor
notes that 60 percent of those
affected by the new threshold do
not work more than 40 hours a
week, so giving additional overtime
compensation does little to address
these issues.
Furthermore, retail and restaurant
industry analysts predict that
employers will respond to the
higher cost of labor in other
ways: through lower wages,
cutting beneﬁts and bonuses,
and reducing workers’ hours.
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Many would argue yes. After all,
they need to make ends meet as
much as anybody else. However,
the great economist and thinker
Ludwig Von Mises once said,
“The only means to raise wage
rates permanently is to raise the
productivity of labor by increasing
the per-head quota of capital
invested and improving the methods
of production.”
In today’s high-tech society,
technological capital can easily
replace human capital if wages
exceed a worker’s production
value. So instead of wages to
accommodate skill sets, how about
skill sets that accommodate wages?
If workers want $15 or more an hour,
why not learn the skills that pay $15
or more an hour? Not only would
this require public policy change by
resisting the temptation to mandate
a high wage for a fry cook, but
attitude change by individuals
as well.

Pamela Villarreal is an NCPA
(National Center for Policy
Analysis) expert on retirement,
economic growth, and tax issues.
Villarreal has written studies and
analyses on speciﬁc economic
and retirement topics such as
minimum wage effects, the jobs
market, returns on stock and
bond investments, retirement
account reforms and the NCPA’s
state tax calculator.
Villarreal routinely shares her
insight with media outlets
throughout the country. Her
work has been covered by
FOX Business News, CNBC,
Forbes, Bloomberg, USA Today,
Money Magazine, and The
Washington Times. She is an
in-demand speaker on
retirement and tax issues.

LIFESTYLE

8
FOOD
TRENDS

FOR 2016-2017
As chefs and home
cooks continue to get
more inventive, food trends
in the U.S. become healthier,
more sustainable—
and delicious.

Written by Nicola Batchelor

LIFESTYLE

Waste-Based Cooking
The waste-based food trend received a lot of media attention in
2015, thanks in part to activist chefs who made no-waste their new
primary cause. More and more kitchens, restaurants, and consumers
are turning their focus to minimizing excess and declaring themselves
waste-free, which essentially means making use of as much food
as possible. Good thing, considering that approximately 70 billion
pounds of food go to waste each year.
As a result of such extreme excess food waste, the FDA and the USDA
have established a joint goal to reduce food waste by 50 percent by
the year 2030.
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2016 is bringing many more
creative ways to consume castoff
food by embracing “ugly” and
expired foods, putting emphasis
on reinventing leftovers, and
creating gourmet dishes made
completely of typically discarded
ingredients, such as vegetable
pulp.

Canned Wine
C
T
Two
keys factors are
driving the canned wine
d
ffood trend. First, the
increase in an activein
outdoor lifestyle means
o
tthat consumers are looking
ffor more convenient ways
tto drink wine. Aluminum
cans provide a convenient,
c
portable, light, easy-to-chill
p
option that’s well suited for
o
ssingle servings and on-thego active outdoor activities
g
ssuch as picnics, camping
ttrips, festivals, and poolside
parties.
p

Purple Bread
If you want to enjoy the texture of white
bread but slow down digestion, purple
bread might be the food trend for you.
Created by extracting anthocyanins from
black rice and inserting them into a regular
wheat bread recipe, the result is a purple
colored bread that is rich in antioxidants
and made entirely of natural compounds.

Second, with the growing
trend toward sustainability,
cans are the perfect
delivery mechanism for
wine, as they’re easily
recycled. The lightness of
an empty aluminum can
over a glass bottle means
it’s easy to keep and take
the empty packaging home
to be recycled responsibly
rather than discarded in the
nearest convenient trash
bin.
“Options that provide
accessibility and
convenience without
trading quality will continue
to gain traction,” Whole
Foods experts agreed.
“Cue the aluminum can—a
portable, easy-to-chill
option that’s well suited
for single servings and
active, outdoor lifestyles.
And with choices like
Inﬁnite Monkey Theorem
and Presto Sparkling wine,
today’s pop-tops are the
new popped-cork.”

The addition of anthocyanin allows
the bread to be digested 20 percent
slower than white bread. Although the
nutritional difference to white bread is
minimal, as the individual is still consuming
the same amount of starch and wheat
ﬂour, the beneﬁt is in the slowdown of
energy release, which means it will leave
you feeling fuller for longer, without
impacting the texture. Purple bread isn’t
commercially available yet, but creator Dr.
Zhou Weibiao is in the process of working
with major food manufacturers to release
it into the market soon.
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Getting Creative With Vegetables
We all know we should “eat our greens” and as such, veggies are fast
taking center stage and rapidly pushing animal protein to the side of
the plate.
Baum + Whiteman, a global food and restaurant consultants group,
included vegetables on its list of the top 11 trends on tap for 2016.
“Relentlessly rising beef prices, horror over hormones, a scramble for
ever-more antioxidants, health-and-diet concerns, growth of farmers
markets, locavore drummers, increasing numbers of ﬂexitarians … all
the stars have nicely aligned,” the agency wrote.
Yahoo Food also added veggies to its 2016 Food Trends list. “Move
over, meat! Now, more than ever, vegetables are taking on the starring
roles on many restaurant menus, as chefs are challenging themselves
to create tasty, hearty entrees from plants alone.”
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Today’s food consumers are
coming up with more inventive
ways to enjoy vegetables
in an effort to reduce their
consumption of animal protein
and heavy starches. Some of
the most popular plant-based
dishes include cauliﬂower pizza,
zucchini noodles, butternut
squash fries, and bbq pulled
jackfruit, and the trend is only
set to grow further.

Raclette
Although melted cheese is nothing
new, a melted cheese dish called
Raclette has deﬁnitely been causing a
social stir (or stink!) in 2016. So what’s
all the fuss about with this food trend?
The wheel of semi-hard cheese is
melted using a ﬁre or raclette rack, and
the bubbling top layer is then scraped
onto toast, meat, potatoes or veggies,
Just watch the video and you’ll soon
see why this dreamy gooey dish is
ﬁnding its way onto more and more
restaurant menus.
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Souping Is the New Juicing
Souping is different than juicing in that it doesn’t
remove the ﬁber. One of the problems with juicing is
that the one ingredient with the most ‘detoxing’ and
ﬁlling power—ﬁber—is thrown in the bin after the juice
is squeezed out.
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Souping, however, uses the whole vegetable
or fruit so the ﬁber, seeds, rind, and pulp are
included in the blended bowl of goodness,
so it is more ﬁlling and nutritious than a juice.
Souping companies are cropping up all around
the country, from soup cleanse delivery options
to grab-and-go soup bowls on retail and
restaurant shelves.

Dehydrated Foods
There are a number of factors
contributing to the dehydrated
food trends that has seen a surge of
dehydrated broccoli, kimchi crisps,
and brussel sprout chips, as well
as “sophisticated” jerkies made of
salmon, bison, and chicken hitting
our shelves.

Fermented Foods and Probiotics
Probiotics have been around for a while; the “good bacteria,”
found in yogurts and other fermented food products have been
inching into the spotlight more and more lately as consumers
educate themselves on the inherent probiotic health beneﬁts.
“It won’t be uncommon to ﬁnd probiotic-fortiﬁed foods and
beverages, such as orange juice, cereals, and waters,” said
Nashville-based dietitian Sarah-Jane Bedwell, RD, LDN.

The rise of clean eating as
well as the tendency for
grab-and-go snacks are
both having a big impact
on this trend as consumers
looking to avoid processed
or artiﬁcial foods get
inventive by dehydrating
fruit, vegetables, herbs, meat,
and ﬁsh that they can snack
on the go.
Dehydrating is great for
concentrating ﬂavor in
fruits and vegetables, and
with carrot jerky and beet
raisins creeping onto the
top restaurant menus,
dehydrators have never
been so popular with chefs.

At the Natural Products Expo
East in 2015, there were vegan
buttery spreads made from virgin
coconut oil with probiotics added;
microwaveable, high-protein mufﬁns
with probiotics; and organic fruit and
vegetable juices, sweetened with
maple syrup and added probiotics.
Fermented foods such as kimchi,
keﬁr milk, miso, and kombucha are
poised to potentially become the
“next big thing” to hit grocery
store shelves.
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WHAT’S GOING ON?

JULY
11–14
San Francisco, CA
The exhibition focuses on the areas of photovoltaics, PV production technologies, energy
storage, and solar heating and cooling technologies. Intersolar North America has become the
international industry’s meeting point for manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, installers and
integrators, service providers, and partners of the solar industry.

JULY
12–14
San Francisco, CA
SEMICON West is the preeminent annual event for the international microelectronics industry.
The conference highlights the display of new products and technologies for microelectronics
design and manufacturing. It features technologies from across the microelectronics supply
chain, from electronic design automation to device fabrication and ﬁnal manufacturing.

JULY
13–14
Dynamic Distribution Disruption Retail 2016
Brooklyn, NY
The D3 Summit is a close-knit platform bringing together 150 C-level and senior supply chain
and omnichannel decision makers from innovative retail. D3 is aimed to help you build your
omnichannel supply chain roadmap so you can stay ahead of your competition and keep up
with the modern consumer.

JULY
13–14
Houston, TX
The sole purpose of the event is to connect buyers, suppliers, manufacturers, and service
providers in a face-to-face environment, creating new connections, learning about new
techniques, and gaining valuable knowledge.

JULY
13–17
Orlando, FL
This conference provides a forum for the presentation and discussion of cutting-edge science
in the area of model organism research. TAGC is expected to attract over 3,000 scientiﬁc
attendees, over 100 exhibiting companies, and the attention of the media. GSA members
and leading scientists from around the world are selected to present their research ﬁndings
at plenary, platform, and poster sessions. Abstracts presented are published online and
are citable.

Portland, ME
WEA’s next regional conference will focus on the critical issues that will help advance wind
power’s growth issues in the northeastern U.S. The event will also provide attendees with a
comprehensive view of both land-based wind power development and the nascent efforts to
develop offshore wind power off the region’s coast.

JULY
19–21
The ISCEA Supply Chain
Technology Conference
and EXPO
Chicago, IL
An annual gathering of
supply chain, operations,
engineering, and ﬁnancial
professionals coming
together to share cuttingedge technologies and
best practices focusing on
efﬁciency and proﬁtability.

JULY
27–30
Kissimmee, FL
This event is the only building industry trade show located in the Southeast United States.
There are going to be over 3,500 builders, contractors, and re-modelers in the Southeast who
are going to take active part in this event.

JULY
28
Long Beach, CA
The California Construction Expo is the Golden State’s premier gathering for contractors,
designers, construction professionals, suppliers, and construction workers. Participants learn
directly from government agencies about the increasing opportunities associated with $150
billion in public work programs currently proposed or underway.

Association for Healthcare Resource & Materials
Management (AHRMM) Annual Conference & Exhibition

JULY–AUG
31–3

San Diego, CA
This event showcases products like improving the individual
experience of care, improving the health of populations, and
reducing the per capita cost, all addressed in the business
services and medical and pharmaceutical industries.
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